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ABSTRACT 

This thesis explores the relationship between tourism in Cuba and changes in 

tourists' value stances. The difEerentia1 impact on value stances with respect to Cuba of 

two types of tours to Cuba are assessed in the context of the tourists' prior expectations. 

The central intent of this exploration is to begin to promote f o m  of tourism in Cuba that 

best enable a positive value stance towards the Cuban people, Cuban society and the 

ongoing Cuban revolution. Both participant observation and interviews provide the 

means to assess the two tours to Cuba The major fïndings of this thesis were that 

tourists' value stances are influenced by prior expectations of the place they are visiting 

and, in resort areas, by the negative experiences they encounter with tourism rather than 

the actual country they are visiting. Tourists on the fïrst tour were found to be more 

influenced by the negative aspects of tourism such as prostitution and panhandling and on 

the second tour by the group dynamics and pre-conceived ideas they had about Cuba. It 

was found that simply designhg a tour intended to foster better relationships between the 

country being visited and the one tourists are fiom is not the only solution. The thesis 

concludes with some grounded suggestions for more ngorous research into this topic. 

Research and development of theory and methodology in areas relating to both 

tourism in Cuba and impact assessments on tourists was found to be sorely lacking and in 

great need of more integrated theory and analysis h m  across various disciplines. 

Hopefidly this paper will encourage other social analysts to explore the social, cultural 

and political consequences of tourism and its various impacts. 
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DUCTlON 

The purpose of this thesis is to evaluate the impact of various types of tourism in 

Cuba on the tourist's value stance with respect to Cuba How can Cuba maintain its 

socialist/revolutionary conscious~less? The centrai argument of this thesis is that 

developing tourism types that encourage tourists to celebrate Cuba's socialist or 

revolutionary consciousness would be a reai contribution in solidarity with the Cuban 

Revolution. This research examined the impact of the value stance of tourists on two 

specinc types of tour packages withia Cuba It includes a discussion of the theones of 

tourism fiom across several disciplines in order to better develop, integrate and compare 

them with sociological theories of the impact of tourism on tourists. 

Tourism has ofien been promoted as the necessary fïx for ailing economies. Cuba 

is in a "Special Period" largely caused by the United States blockade and the faLl of the 

Soviet Bloc and has tumed to tourism as one way to reiieve economic difficulties. In the 

specific case of Cuba, the immediate challenge seems to be the values and judgements of 

tourists which are often drastically opposed to egalitarïan institutions of social justice 

gained through the Cuban Revolution. For many touxists, Cuba has become a new, cheap 

destination. My position is that the Cuban people have worked so hard to achieve and 

maintain the pillars of their revolution, it would be a shame if this effort was jeopardized 

because of tourism. The central intetest is to examine various types of tourism in order to 

find types of tourism which better complement the achievements of the Cuban 

Revo lution. 

My purpose for doing this thesis is not to deter people fiom traveling to Cuba but 

to suggest new possibilities for hture travel and discovery in the specific context of 



Cuba. My hope is to continue working on types of tourist packages which encourage 

tourists to take action and become educated about the positive aspects of Cuba and to 

recognize it as more than a cheap, hot place for a holiday. 

The empirical importance of this study is that it provides some initial descriptions 

of the value stances of tourists traveluig to Cuba Information such as this could 

complement further research into types of tourism which are more effective in promoting 

the positive aspects of Cuba. In addition it provides readers with some insight into the 

pmblems and situations which mise h m  a Canadian perspective when traveling to 

another country. My hope is that people reading this thesis will take a second look at 

where and why they travel to specific areas, to encourage them to become as educated as 

possible, but also to travel with an open mind in order to get the most out of their trips. 1 

hope that this thesis helps to make sociologists realize that research about tourisrn is not 

only important but understudied. 

One question that could be asked is 'Why Cuba?". 1 have been to Cuba now three 

times, including the third trip to do this research for both Tour A and Tour B. The first 

the  was an educational tour in April 1995 through Saint Mary's University. My second 

visit to Cuba was to a resort area in Santiago de Cuba in May of 1996 and the third time 1 

was in Cuba was to do this research in December 1996. To do this research 1 h t  stayed 

in Varadero at a resort for two weeks (Tour A) and then in various areas around the island 

such as Cienfiiegos, Trinidad, Pinar del Rio, Santa Maria Beach and Playa (Tour B). I 

have attributed m y  initial interest in Cuba to when 1 went on the educationai tour through 

Saint Mary's University with my five month old daughter. Initialiy, my reasons for going 

to Cuba were cwiosity and the desire to leam about a different culture through being 



there. Before 1 went 1 knew very little about Cuba and was even troubled by nightmares 

fostered by the negative images portrayed by the US generated propaganda. It was to the 

first trip that 1 attribute my nedound interest in the welfare of the Cuban people and the 

accomplishments of their revolution. However, it was not unti1 my second trip that 1 

became profoundly interestecl in the effects of tourism. 

My second trip in 1996 was a pleasure trip w k e  I stayed at a resort with the 

intent of relaxhg and meeting more Cuban people. This resort resembled in many ways 

the type of resort where 1 stayed for the fkst part of my research for this thesis (Tour A). 

It was this second trip that influenced my decision to pursue a study related to tourism. It 

was largely the ninner conversations with other tourists and the reactions 1 had to certain 

not particularly pleasant aspects of tourism that encourageci me to do M e r  research. 

During my nrst two trips 1 did not coliect data for this thesis but was made aware of the 

vast inequalities created by tourisrn. Although these are the main reasons why 1 chose 

Cuba and tourism as a subject for my thesis, 1 have to Say that my primary personal 

interests derive fiom my being intrigueci with the successes of the Cuban Revolution and 

the admiration 1 feel for a nation of people who have struggled for their rights against the 

US policies. 

Chapter Two includes a discussion of the general consequemes and benefits of 

tourism, in the global context and, as it relates to Cuba. The nrst section addresses 

international tourism and its economic, social, cdturai and environmental effects as 

stated by various researchers. A second section contains a brief introduction to Cuba, 

including a discussion of the United States embargo, Cuba's "Special Period," the history 

of tourism in Cuba, and a brief discussion of some of Cuba's many crïtics. The 



significance of this chapter is to provide readers with background knowledge on Cuba 

and tourïsm so that the feelings and evaluations of tourists can be understood in the light 

of Cuba's social position and tourïsm objectives. 
f 

Chapter Three is also broken d o m  into two distinct sections. The fïrst section 

concentrates on key concepts such as 'tourism', 'the tour&', 'mas tourism', 'value 

stances', and 'analysis for social justice'. These ternis are all part of a popular 

termuiology and can have different meanings according to the purposes for which they 

are used. For this thesis, it is necessary to define these key concepts and show how they 

are used in analysis. Secondly, this chapter addresses the use of semi-structured, open- 

ended qualitative interviews and participant observation for collecting data for this social 

research. This section also includes a detailed explanation of the settings for the study. It 

is necessary to outline some of the main differences of each type of package tour to 

provide readers with an accurate account of what is behg compared. 

Analysis of the participant observation is presented in Chapter Four. Analysis in 

this chapter incorporates participant observation data fiom both Tours A and B. The 

results of two weeks of participant observation in each of the two tours are analyzed in 

order to give some insight into the social settings of each group. These data complement 

the interview data provideci in the following chapter. In general, Chapter Four is an 

analysis of what the tourîsts found interesting, what they thought about their 

surroundings, what areas were most popular during their vacation, the organization of the 

tour, and the generai attitudes towards Cuba and the location of their tours. 

Chapter Five provides an analysis of the fourteen open-ended and semi-stnictured 

interviews conducted for this research. This chapter also compares and contrasts results 



fkom within and between the two tours. Analysis of these data has involved the impact 

that tourism has had on the tourists' value stances for each group traveling to Cuba. 

Since this research was doae on such a smaii scale, the r d t s  will not include statistical 

analysis nor be appropriate for generaiizations. Insteaci they are presented in an 

exploratory, qualitative mamer to the purpose of triggerhg more in-depth analysis of this 

topic. 

The final chapter brings together the fïndings and conclusions of this research. 

This chapter also includes a discussion of the limitations of this research with ideas as to 

how it could be improved and continued. Most importantly, this chapter explores ideas 

for new research and proceeding with fbrther depth and rigour. 



VIEW 

In order to evaluate the impact of varying types of tourism in Cuba on the tourists' 

value stance with respect to Cuba, it is first necessary to provide an overview of the 

generai consequences and benefits of tourism in the global context and in Cuba in 

general. Therefore, the fkst part of this chapter addresses intemationai tourism and its 

economic, social, cultural and environmental effects as stated by various researchers. 

The second part of this chapter contains a bnef introduction to Cuba including a 

discussion of the United States (US) embargo, Cuba's 'Special Period', its history of 

tourism, and then a bnef discussion of some of Cuba's many critics. The signincance of 

these two sections is to provide readers with background knowledge on Cuba and towism 

so that the feelings and evaluations of tourists can be understood when compared to 

Cuba's social position and tourist objectives. Lastiy? since the study of the 'sociology of 

tourism' is a relatively new topic of research, it is also helpfiil to briefly outline the 

various disciplines which have contributed to the analysis and basic assumptions of this 

research. Therefore, the third section of this chapter includes a discussion of the related 

theoretical perspectives witain the study of tourism fiom across several disciplines. Most 

Mportantly it outiines the research which bas informeci this study the most. 

PART 1: INTERNATIONAL TOURISM 

People have been traveiing for centuries on pilgrimages, adventures, trading 

missions, military expeditions, and more. However, travehg as a form of leisure activity 

is a fairly new phenornenon. The introduction of mass commercial tourkm began after 

the Second World War but occurred mostly between North Amenca and Western Europe 



until the invention of airplanes. It was oniy in the 1970's that people began to venture 

out to discover other countries in large groups. Pleumaron (1 996: 124) points out that in 

the 1970's approlamately eight percent of ail tourists were people fkom the North 

traveling to what many refer to as Third World countries. 

According to the World Tourism Organization, more than one billion tourists will 

be traveluig annually by the year 2010 (1996: 1). These predictions vary according to 

who is doing the research. What remains constant throughout the research is that tourism 

is one of the top ten industries in the worlâ, accomting for a large percentage of world 

trade, and is constantly expanding with faster, more efficient technologies. It has been 

stated by the World Tourism Organization (1996: 1) that tourism has become the 

principal econornic generator in the world, higher than inanimate exports and the output 

of the automobile industry. 

Regions in the Third World vary accordhg to their dependence on international 

tourism. For example, Lea (1988: 2) notes that many s m d  islands in the Caribbean are 

highly dependent on foreign tourism for export income whereas large states WEe Brazil or 

India, are much less vuluerable as they are more diverse in their eaming capacity. He 

also states that many countries, such as Sri Lanka and Tunisia, have experienced roller- 

coaster effects of tourism due to the rapidly changing demands of tourists and the 

increasing cornpetition h m  altemative destinations. According to research doue by 

Pleumaron (1996: 124)' mmy Third World governmmts have encourageci international 

tourism as a fom of development because it b ~ g s  access to foreign currency, 

investment potential, planning, technology, idkastructure and enhanced prestige. 



What is apparent in a l l  the research is that, no matter how large the tourism 

industry may be, it does not occur without social consequences. Therefore, the pros and 

cons of the economic, social, environmentai and cultural effects of tourism must be 

discussed. This is necessary for giving a general background to tourism. Although these 

effects are separated into categones, research shows that they are also very closely 

related. 

Peppelenbosch and Tempelman (1989: 23) discuss the pros and cons of 

international tourism to the Third World. They argue that international tourism, because 

of its great impacts on socio-econornic and socio- cultural structures of hast countries, has 

created long debates between the advocates and adversaries of international tourism. 

They argue that the World Bank has been an iadvocate of international travel because it 

argues that tourism can make a substantial contribution to the economic and social 

development of many countries. 

The World Tourism ûrganization (WTO) was formed in the early seventies as a 

specialized UN agency due to the growing importance and positive effects attributed to 

tourkm (WTO, 1996: 1). Peppelenbosch and Tempelman (1989: 24) argue that 

advocates such as the WTO view international tourism as the comerstone in the evolution 

of a iiberal-capitalistic system to be promoted in the interests of the economic 

development of the Third World but, also, that it is a vehicle to increase mutual 

understanding in this world (tourisrn as a passport to peace under the terms of liberal 

capitalism). 



Economic and Political Consequences of Tourism 

Discussing the economics of tourisrn helps to indicate why governrnents choose 

touism and why it is so popular. Debates on the economics of tourism are usually 

heated. Here we highiight some of the basic economk arguments of those for and against 

international tomisrn. In general, debates about the economic effects of tourism focus on 

the contribution of tourism to foreign exchange, the Gross Domestic Product (GDP), and 

to employment (Harrison, 1992: 13). 

Harrison (1992: 14) points out that foreign exchange and GDP figures should be 

treated with caution and that, dong with reliance on touxism, the economic pros and cons 

will Vary considerably. He shows that international tourism is an important source of 

foreign currency in parts of the Cariibean. Research also shows that, where tourism is a 

relatively high contriïutor to both exports and GDP, dependence on tourism is 

considerable, especially for couniries such as Barbados and Jamaica 

Employment and its contributions is also widely debated in relation to tourism 

and its overall benefits. Harrison (1992: 15) notes that, because tourism cuts across so 

many sectors, it is difncult to estimate. For example, there is direct employment related 

to working in hotels but there are also forms of employment that are related indirectly to 

tourïsm. Indirect employment includes jobs in the retail and food industries, taxi 

workers, bars, theaters, arts and crafb and more. Workers in these types of jobs may not 

work with tourists ali the time but can be very dependent on the tourist industry. Many 

critics however, feel that the contribution of the tourism industry has been exaggerated. 

Harrison (1992: 18) feels that, while the industry may create employment, the jobs it 

produces are of an inferior nature. 



There are many advocates of international towism but it seerns increasingly 

evident that those who promote it are governments who are seeking the hard currency and 

jobs that it appears to create or multinational corporations who are benefiting fiom its 

profits. Peppelenbosch and Tempelman (1989: 25) argue that the m a i .  adversaries of 

excessive international mass tourism by economically rich towists to economically poor 

coutries, condemn tourkm as a form of conspicuous consumption of the 'haves' fiom 

the nch world that does not benefit the 'have nots'. The centrai notion here is tbat 

tourism merely enriches the capitalistic forces behind the tourist industry. Many critics 

of international tourism condemn it as a promotion ofan extreme form of neocolonialism. 

It is critical to understand and listen to both sides of the tourism debate. O'Grady 

(1990: 5) makes an important point in her research: despite the negative effects of 

tourisrn, it is here to stay. She recognizes that, aithough tourisrn rnay be an activïty that 

can foster peace among different peoples around the world, it also has the potential to 

cause more concem than hope. As it works today, international tourism is especially 

destructive. Only in changing the face of tourism will it become a tool to build peace and 

understanding. It is her argument that priority shouid be given to ensuring that travelers 

are given adequate information which wiU enable them to be good visitors in the lands 

where they find thernselves as guests. There should also be mechanisms in place to 

ensure that no harm is caused economically, socialiy, cuituraUy or environmentally. 

Although it has been argued that tourism has become the principal economic 

generator of the world, a WTO gmeral secretary is wary. He states that the responsibility 

for rnaintaining the quality of tourîsm destinations is incumbent on the governments 

themselves at national, regional and local levels. He feels that goveniments must 



implement politicai decisions that require sustainable tourism development policies and 

ensure that they are enforced (Causals, 1996: n.p.). 

Social, Cultural and Environmental Consequences 

For various reasom, millions of tour trips are made every year. In many cases, 

traditional social structures are disrupted and behavioral patterns are changed ovemight 

for the worse as customs and moral values are negatively affecteci (Peppelenbosch and 

Tempehan, 1989: 29). 

Harrison (1992: 20) argues that there are three changes that need to be discussed 

in relation to this topic. They are: the physical landscape, increased consumption of local 

culture and changes in the social structure. O'Grady (1990: 19) agrees that these issues 

must be discussed, but that the social consequences of tourism on women must also be 

recognized in this discussion. 

The changes to the physicai landscape is what Harrison (1992: 20) describes as 

the most obvious effect of tourism. The physical landscape changes as increasing 

numbers of tourists prompt the construction of new buildings. The possible social 

consequence of changing the landscape according to the demands of tourists often creates 

dilemmas for local people. For example, in many cases local people are graduaiiy denied 

access to and resiricted fiom areas such as public beaches or cultural sites. In many 

cases, people are moved fiom areas where tourism could ffourish. O'Grady (1990: 16) 

also addresses this issue. She argues that societies which have more local community 

involvement in these types of changes and which d o w  public participation in these types 

of decisions, will be less affecteci by rapid physical changes. However, in most cases, the 

reality is that outside forces detennine the speed and direction of tourism development. 



Hamson (1992: 20) notes how tourism affects the production and nature of local 

art forms. Many argue that indigenous art production has moved fiom 'fiinctional 

traditional art' to art produced for the consumption of tourists in the fonn of souvenirs 

and novelties. O'Grady (1990: 23) notes that tourists want these souvenirs and that, in 

many cases, wood and other supplies must be imported to areas at a high cost. Her 

argument is that there has been a dreadfbl loss of quality in craftsmanship and no gain in 

invention and style. 

When discussing tourism, one must include the role that women play. O'Grady 

(1990: 21) also notes that women in both developed and underdeveloped countries pay 

the price of tourism in many ways. Fundamentally, women are seen as products for sale. 

In m a .  cases it is argued that women are advertised as subservient and that this plays a 

large role in the exploitation of women. O'Grady also argues that both men and women 

in the countries being toured are promoted as dornesticated servants trained to serve the 

international tounst. It is therefore argued that social situations of exploitation and 

subse~ence of people in iower economic situations are ofien created by the tourkm 

indusîry. 

Many women also choose to sel1 their bodies due to their socio-economic 

situations. Although prostitution is illegal in most couutries, in many cases it is tolerated 

by governrnents. O'Grady (1990: 22) notes that sex tours and forms of mass prostitution 

are expanhg rapidly in many countries in the Third World. Aithough many tourist- 

promoting organïzations have argued that tourism is mostly benefithg women, research 

indicates that they are both being exploited and they are generaliy not involved in the 

higher level jobs associated with tourism. 



Another consequence related to tourïsm is the re-organization of jobs and their 

importance. Tourism creates new opportunities in the formal and informal sectors of the 

economy and new criteria of social status. Tourism can also be seen to affect family, 

political and economic institutions (Harrison, 1992: 23). Brohman (1996: 48) argues 

that a possible solution to many of these situations is a more appropriately planned 

tourism development process which spreads the costs and benefits of tourism more 

equitably and which would be more sensitive to its social and cultural impacts. He 

suggests that this would not only reduce the need for local residents to trade their quality 

of Iife and increased social costs for economic growth, but that it would contribute to a 

more broadly based positive attitude toward tourism. 

Brohman (1996: 60) suggests that community-based tourism may enhance local 

participation and promote the economic, social, and cultural well-being of the popular 

majority. Also, he argues that the success of tourism should not simply be measured in 

terms of increasing tourist numbers or revenues. It should, instead, be evduated 

according to the broder development goals of existing local communities, including the 

ways in which tourism-related investments and revenues have been used to benefit those 

communities. 

ui addition to the basic social and economic problems associated with towisrn, 

Brohman (1996: 58) points out that towism bas also been Linked with various 

environmental disasters, a perceived decline in the quality of life of local people, and a 

feeling of loss of control and cultural alienation among local populations. 

Although tourisrn is one of the top money making industries and many people 

believe it is a successfid fonn of development, tourism can also be very harxnful when not 



implemented in local, people-centered ways. It is important to understand tourism and its 

background in order to understand m e  of the challenges that Cuba will face. 

PART II: TOURISM IN CUBA 

Cuba is located just South of the Tropic of Cancer and is the largest of the 

Caribbean Islands reaching 1250 kilometers in length. It is comprised of 6,000 

kflometers of coastline, 1,200 keys, 290 beaches and five mouutain ranges (Digital 

Tourism and Travel, 1996: 1). Cuba's mountains, swamps and offshore keys conceal a 

wealth of plant and wildlife that has barely been seen by local Cubans let alone tourists 

(Coe, 1995: IO). Today, tourism in Cuba is being developed mostly at Varadero Beach, 

some of its Vugin Keys, in Santiago, Havana, and, to some degree, in the mountaini; and 

wildlife reserves (Frank, 1993: 156). The type of tourist development in Cuba is greatly 

affected by the political and social system. 

New Year's Eve in 1958 marked a triumphant day for Cuban people. On this 

night, Fidel Castro gave his nrst speech as leader of Cuba, beginning a new era for 

Cubans (Coe, 1995: 10). From that day, Cuba became an independent country publicly 

dedicated to the social welfare of its people. It was also shortly afker this date that 

President K e ~ e d y  of the United States first imposed the economic embargo against 

Cuba, including banning American travel to the isIand and attempting to isolate Cuba 

Finding references to Cuba and tourism is sometimes dinicult. Hinch (1990: 

214) argues that this is because Cuba is one of the few counûies that is not a member of 

the Caribbean Tourism Research and Development Centre (CTRC). Therefore, there is 

little reference to Cuba in studies affiliated with this organization. Cuba's omission is, 

nevertheless, significant considering tbat it is the largest country in the Caribbean. 



However, Cuba currently sees the importance of being associated with the WTO due to 

the pressure of the United States. It recognizes the importance of meeting with the WTO 

as a weapon for bringing down wails to foster human interchange (Cansals, 1996, n.p.). 

To study the impact that tourism has on its travelers, one rnust have a basic 

understanding of how tourism has ercisted in Cuba in the past and present. It will be 

necessary to discuss how tourism existed before the successful Cuban Revolution of 1959 

and also to infonn readers of what tourism entails today. The US embargo and Cuba's 

"Special Period" are discussed because these are two very large factors influencing an 

increase in contemporary tourism. 

Phases in Toarism in Cuba 

Hinch (1 990: 2 15) states that Cuba has gone through three phases of development. 

He refers to the first phase as pre-Revolutionary tourism, the second as fostering a 

domestic tolnism industry and the third as the return of international tourism. 

ln the first phase, Hinch (1990: 215) describes Cuba as the tourist hub of the 

Caribbean. He suggests that tourism in Cuba was very popular during the 1930's and just 

d e r  the Second World War. In 1957, Cuba had a total of 272,000 foreign tourists, and 

87% of those tourists were residents of the United States. Tourism in Cuba during this 

era was saturated with prostitution and gambling and was concentrated in Havana and 

Varadero. Frank (1993: 156) notes that tourism, as it existai then, was a Mafia-nui 

enterprise that left many bitter mernories of tourisrn for the Cuban people. 

In this pre-Revolutionary period Cuba was not directly profiting fiom tourism 

because there was a significant amount of money leaving the country throua foreign 

ownership. Hinch (1990: 215) has shown that a large percentage of this ownership was 



through organized crime. Thus, tourism in this fom was associated with high social 

costs borne by the Cuban people and their country. It was a foxm of exploitive 

international behaviour. However, this type of tourism and exploitation of the Cuban 

people came to a much needed hait after the 1959 Revolution- 

It was Cuba's 1959 Revolution that ended an era of bitter exploitation of Cuban 

people and tourism based on international interests and investments. Hinch (1990: 217) 

discusses the social accomplishments of Cuba He notes that the accomplishments of the 

Revolution were impressive not only when compared with its own history but also when 

compared with Latin American, Third World and First World standards. 

After the revolution and during the 1960's, Hinch (1990: 216) argues, was the 

second phase of tourism in Cuba. During this era Cuba began its shift away fiom 

international tourism and started focusing on domestic tourism. Domestic tourism meant 

an increase in travel for Cubans within Cuba He sees this shifi as being attributed to 

external demand conditions and to the adoption of socialist ideals. Foreign demand for 

Cuba as a tourist destination feil after the revolution, which is not surpnsing when we 

keep in mind that 87% of that travel was by United States citizens prior to the Revolution. 

Figures fkom the 1960's show îhat tourism in the 1960's dropped to 3,000- 5,000 tourists 

a year, and that most of those tourists were foreigners invited by Cuban authorities on the 

b a i s  of firiendship or solidariîy. In addition to these factors, US citizens were denied, by 

the United States, the right to travel to Cuba as a part of the US policy of economic 

sanctions. 

However, an increase in domestic tourism was also a result of the socialist ideals 

of the Cuban government at that tirne. From the very beginning, Castro reco-ed the 



importance of leisure as a social right. In the 1 96O9s, domestic tourism in Cuba was seen 

as a positive use of free time allocated to most workers for one month of the year. During 

this phase Castro initiated a construction program for new resorts and the conversion of 

facilities and resources formerly used for foreign tourism. Al1 private beaches were made 

public, hotels were nationaiized and many private homes were himed into rental units 

accessible to Cubans (Hinch, 1990: 217). 

Instead of the traditional international tourism, Cubans created social tourism 

which was hifly subsidized, in part, by the Cuban govemment. An implication of this 

new type of travel was a shift fkom very centraiïzed tourism in Varadero and Havana to a 

more decentraiized pattern. Tourism facilities were constructeci to best serve local 

demand as opposed to foreign demand (Hïnch, 1990: 217). 

The third phase of tourism began in the 1970's when Cuba began its gradual 

retum to international tourism. Until then, Cuba was very dependent on the sugar cane 

industry and thus the government saw intemational tourîsm as a way of obtaining 

substantial quantities of hard currency which could be used to finance M e r  econornic 

and social development. Another factor in tbis shift was that other countries began to 

realize that Cuba was politically stable. Hinch (1990: 2 17) argues that the key event that 

led to the re-emergence of Cuban international tourist markets was the initiation of 

package tours to Cuba fiom Canada in the early 1970's. Although Cuba began to focus 

some of its efforts on international tourism, Hiuch ais0 points out that its goal for this 

new phase has been to intemalize the benefits and mitigate international tourism's 

formerly high social costs. This re-opening to international tourism was a direct 

challenge to US restrictions on travel to Cuba. 



US Embargo 

The embargo still exists today solely as a means of coercing Cuba into bending to 

US interests. It has absolutely no relation to protecting US national security or its 

economy (Murray, 1993: 4). Murray's (1993: 13) research points out that, over the last 

27 years, the US govemment has maintained the policy of a complete trade ban on Cuba 

with the exception of the temporary Lifting of the ban under President Carter in 1977. 

Throughout the past few decades, the US and its various presidents have, in many cases, 

expanded the embargo. The most recent of these attempts was the Helms-Burton law. 

The Mayor of Havana addressed this issue on Radio Habana (1995: 1), Cuba's 

national radio station. He stated that, despite the recent anti-Cuba Helms-Burton law, 

foreign capital continues to flow into the island due to the political stability Cuba enjoys. 

He also pointed out that the recent decision of Canadian business persons to invest 400 

miiiion dollars in Cuba's tourism industry is an open challenge to Helms-Burton. An 

important nurnber of Amcrican business associations do not agree with the biU and have 

requested that it be suspended for a period of time as it poses many economical and social 

complications for the development of tourism. 

The US Treasury Department's Trading With the Enemy Act does not prevent 

Arnericans fiom traveling to Cuba. However, Arnericans are forbidden to spend their 

dollars once they get there. Mary Murray (1993: 86) cites Nicanor Cotayo who states 

that, as a result of this blockade, over the last 30 years some 30 million US tourists would 

have visited Cuba This wodd amount to about 3.5 billion doilars in US currency. An 

increasing number of Americans avoid this ban by flying into Cuba fkom Canada or 

Mexico. Some exceptions to this ban are working journalists doing research related to a 



profession, and members of organized educational tours. As a sign that Cubans welcome 

American tourists, Cuban officiais will not stamp passports for those individuals wanting 

their trip to remain unrecorded. 

Pedro Ross (in Frank, 1993: 56) has stated that that: 

. . . We are working to perfect our road 
to socialist construction- t a b g  into 
account our conditions as an underdeveloped 
country, the presence of a ferocious blockade 
that has for more than 30 years tried to destroy 
our economy and complicated the international 
situation. 

Cuba's 'Special Pmiod' has caused, in fact, m a .  of the decisions to rely on 

expanding international tourism at the present t h e  as a means of surviving the economic 

difficulties. Cuba was thrust into a Special Period at the end of 1989. The factors 

contributhg to this economic crisis were the rapid disintegration of the Soviet bloc's 

cornmon market, the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA), and also Cuba's 

problematic relationship within the capitalist world economy. Before 1989 Cuba was 

very dependent economicaily on the stability and existence of the CMEA, therefore, its 

disintegration had profound effects on its economy. Its relations with the capitalist world 

economy were also strained by the continuation of the US blockade. The collapse of 

Soviet-bloc Communism and the US tightening of the economic blockade created what is 

often referred to as a double blockade for Cuba during this time (Fitzgerald, 1994: 171). 

This collapse triggered a ciramatic drop of close to 100 percent of Cuba's foreign aid and 

over 50 percent of its traditional trade. In addition, ali of Cuba's industrial machinery 

had corne f?om the foxmer European socialist countries (Frank, 1993: 144). 



Cuba's response to its economic crisis was manifested in many ways. Cuban 

leaders responded to the crisis immediately rernaining committed to preserving 

sociaJism's achievernents, incLuding fiee and universal health-care and education. Cuba 

did not embrace capitaiïsm nor neo-hieralism. Instead it has been willing to bend 

estabiished political principles for the longer term welfare of the people (Fitzgerald, 

1994: 176). 

One of the most sought af€er forms of attracting foreign investments to ease the 

pain of its economic crisis has been through tourism investments (Frank, 1993: 156). 

During 1993, over one-fï.fth of Cuba's most important economic associations with foreign 

capital were in the tourism sector (Fitzgerald, 1994: 176). Frank (1993: 156) argues 

that tourism represents the third pillar of Cuba's plan to pull out of their crisis. Another 

measure taken by Cuba during its "Special Period" affecting its tourism industry was the 

decriminalization of US currency for the general population. 

Fitzgerald (1994: 185) argues that Cuban leaders recognized that these measures 

create inequalities between those with access to dollars and those who have no access. 

However, given that these measures would possibly benefit workers in tourism, 

prostitution, pimps, black marketeers, and those having expatriate fnends and family, 

people overail would benefit fiom the state's ability to capture more hard currency as 

well in order to maintain the social needs of the Cuban people. Ross's response to the 

changes happening in Cuba is that, in the end, consciousness, human solidarity and 

putting the interests of society above personal short term gain, are the principles on which 

Cuba has based the construction of socialism in its country (Frank, 1993: 156). 



From 1989 to 1992, analysts estimate that Cuba's gross national product (GNP) 

declined h m  28 to 48 percent. Also, its exports fell fiom $5.4 billion in 1989 to $2.2 

billion in 1992 (CUBAWEB, 1996: 1). However, recent analyses reported by Fidel 

Castro reveai that the economy had gmm 9.6% in the fkst semester of 1996 in contrast 

to recent years. 1994 was seen as the tuming point with a g r 0 6  of 0.7% and an 

additional increase in 1995 of 2.5%. The economy was expected to grow by 5% in 1996 

due to increased growth in the sugar and nickel industries (CUBAWEB, 1996: 1). 

Tourism today in Cuba takes many forms. To date, nearly 80 thousand visitors 

travel to Cuba annually to attend events, congresses, and courses. Also, conventions on 

education, para-psychology, sex, and even pig farming are seen as vehicies for creathg 

an interest in travel to Cuba. More prominent forms which are already popular are health 

tourism, culture-tourism, eco-tourism, and religion-tourism. Cuba is using its beautifùl 

location, wann weather and sandy beaches to attract a variety of people to exchange 

information (Acosta, 1996: 1). Universities, research centers and cultural institutions 

have dl begun making proposals that respond to their need for bringhg in currency in 

order to finance activities. Acosta (1996: 4) also states that approximately half of the 

tourists who visited the island in 1995 attended meetings and conventions. Also, they 

note that, for 1996 alone, some 700 workshops, seminars, congresses, fairs, sports 

competitions, and encounters of al1 types are planned for Cuba, 300 of which are 

international. 

Reed (1992: 25), in an interview with the vice presidents of Cuba's National 

Institute of Tourism (INTUR), sheds some light on the current situation of tourism. She 

argues that Cuba's need for hard currency has never been more urgent and that the need 



to re-orient the country's economy was never greater. In Macaulay's (1994: 18) 

meeting with Fidel Castro it was made clear that the development and expansion of 

tourism would not take place at any cost, but that it will remah the focus of Cuba's 

development activities. 

Reed (1992: 25) argues that Cuba has put tourism on the fast track and that new 

problems and contradictions are created by the flurry of tourism activity itseK In her 

interview with Orosman Quintero and Gustave Gutierrez, she asks what the plans are for 

the development of the tourism sector in the investment spectnim. Theïr reply was that 

tourisrn has become one of the fundamental pillars for the country's development, 

joùiing other relative newcomers such as biotechnology and the national food program. 

They state that, because it is fast becoming an important sector, it is only normal that 

Cuba will Look towards an investment plan. 

A major issue in Cuban tourism is the role of joint ventures in contemporary 

tourism in Cuba. There is a conceni by many that tourism has taken a step back by 

letting foreign investments into tourism again, Reed addresses this question in her 

interview; the response was that Cuba would Like to run the tourism industry with its 

own resources, but that the sheer volume of investment is too great and it would take too 

long to reach the level of investment needed Therefore, although Cuba is capable of 

providing the labour and some key materials, extemal îïnancing is a cnticai factor (Reed, 

1992: 26). 

Many critics of Cuba's cwent tourïst promotion worry that tourism in Cuba will 

retum to its 'anything goes Latin stopover' as the means of attracting tourists. Quuitero 

(in Reed, 1992: 26) notes that Cuba's current policy is very clear. Its attractions are its 



beaches, climate, sun and sand. In addition to this, Cuba can offer its culture, history, and 

security. He feels that those tourists choosing Cuba will not choose it because of dnigs, 

gambling or prostitution; instead, Cuba seeks to attract the types of tourists who are 

looking to relax and enjoy themselves in a superb climate. 

In the initial stages of the re-emergence of international towism, Cuba took many 

measures to discourage prostitution and other cornmon corruptions of tourism. The 

industry fïrst expanded into specialized market niches, such as health and ecology 

tourism, and initially limited its joint ventures to selfkontained resorts complete with 

hotels, recreation, and international travel facilities located in remote, sometimes off- 

shore, areas (Fitzgerald, 1994: 177). 

As mentioned earlier, the major contribution to tourism during the 1960's was the 

emergence of domestic tourism. This was accompanied by the socialist ideology that al1 

Cubans should have equal access to theu land (Huich, 1990: 2 16). However, as there is 

a re-emergence of international tourism, it is important to discuss the ramifications it is 

having on domestic tourism today. In reference to domestic tourïsm, Quintero States that 

Cuba needs hard currency and that it simply cannot afZord to rent more rooms to domestic 

tourists. He argues that the national demand for rooms far exceeds the supply of hotel 

accommodations. Therefore, only when hotel capacities are expanded and as the 

investments begin to pay off wili there be benefits and increased availability for Cubans 

too. 

Quintero's counterpart, Gusiavo Gutierrez, also maka some very important 

points. He argues that Cuba has decided on three or four basic economic programs. The 

most important of which is the food program because Cubans must eat and because they 



must substitute imports to survive. In the case of tourïsm and biotechnology, Cuba needs 

to earn the hard currency income that wiIl ailow it to sustain and develop the rest of the 

economy. He states that the special period is another reason why the Pace of tourism 

development has been accelerated. 

Cuba's Critics 

There are many critics of Cuba's tourism's strategies. Many of these cnticisms 

originate fiom condemnation of Cuba for its independent existence andor for its socialist 

principles. Such cnticisms can be safely ignored, However, within the revolutionary 

perspective it should be noted that the existence of criticism should not be overlooked. 

For those who are really concemed for Cuba's welfare, many of the criticisms stem fiom 

the use of tourism as a quick way to gain foreign investments and capital, for its potential 

h m  of the culture and environment of the Cuban people and for its impact on 

revolutionary socialist consciousness. In general Cuba needs to be critical of its' 

international tourism policies if it wants to preserve Cuban culture and a socialist 

consciousness. With the development of more forms of educational and solidarity types 

of tours, hopefully Cuba can preserve its Revolution and social accomplishrnents. 

Holan and Phillips (1996: l), for instance, argue that Cuba's tourïsm strategies are 

based on assumptions that the number of visitors can more than triple in the next five 

years and that the Cuban govemment's share of towism profits will remain constant or 

increase. They argue that the fkst assumption is not possible for two reasons. The first is 

that the current infiastructure is limiteci in capacity and the total number of tourists 

traveling to the Caribbean is growing at a much slower rate than the rate at which the 

Cuban govemment expects tranic to Cuba to increase. Secondly, the growth forecasted 



by the Cuban government can only corne at the expense of Cuba's Caribbean neighbors 

who will respond to these pressures by creatbg a price war. They state that Cuba's 

limitations are its lack of amenities and entertainment (Holan and Phifips, 1996: 3). 

With regard to the second assumption, Holan and Phillips (1996: 3) argue that al1 

forms of tourism d e r  fiom some kind of leakage where the activity consumes inputs 

purchased outside the country. They suggest that Cuba depends on increasing numbers of 

tourists but that it does not have adequate marketing structures to attract the numbers they 

need. They state that, in spite of its curent success, Cuba should question its current 

strategy's profitability, sustainability and overail capacity to overcome the structural 

weaknesses of the economy. 

This critique of Cuba's toutim strategies is a good example of the many 

criticisms of Cuba However, this article, like others, shows that many researchers are 

not taking into consideration the successes of the tourism industry, and the various ways 

in which Cuba has îried to solve the upcoming problems. This article did not consider or 

even mention the various types of tourism in Cuba, or the ways in which Cuba is 

protecting current social institutions. One must keep in mind that Cuba does not have to 

compete for American tourïsts with other Caribbean islands because they cannot readily 

go there- Also, Cuba is already aware of its economic situation; as we saw in earlier 

research, Cuba's economy is slowly irnproving. 

Tourism can be uareliable and change very rapidly according to many factors. 

The Cuban Revolution is focusing much of its energy on tourism. However, the Cuba  

state is also working on improving various other secton of the economy. Considering the 

Special Period and the US Embargo, Cuba has achieved a great deal and should not be 



criticized for being able to maintain its fimdamental social principles. While Cuba 

remains in an economic crisis, it rernains true to the needs of Cubans. 

Tourism in Cuba is dennitely not perfect; it has some of the same problems as 

tourïsm al1 over the world. However, the Cuban Revolution is addressing these issues. 

Cuba may face difncuities and hope that tourism will help ease those difnculties. It does 

not want to jeopardize its social principles, nor is it looking to rely completely on tourism 

for economic gains. The Cuban state is highly aware of the problems of tourism 

experienced prior to the Revolution. Cubans are trying to £hd the best balance between 

tourism and the welfare of its population. Given the real situation, they are doing a 

remarkable job. 

Every country is concerned that tourïsts who leave the country carry with them 

positive impressions of thek experience. Such positive experiences provide the country 

they visited with fiee public relations. This is particdarly important to Cuba given the 

curent economic situation with the United States and the demise of the Soviet Bloc. 

Socialist countries such as Cuba have been particularly concemed with the need to 

promote positive images of theu social system to western tourists. Consequentiy, they 

organize special tours and include in tourist packages visits to social institutions such as 

schools, hospitals, neighborhood communities, cooperatives and radical establishments. 

This is an attempt to inauence the ideology of the visitor in order to promote their social 

system. Cuba is therefore searching for ways that people who visit will gain and leave 

with positive notions of Cuban reality. 

How can Cuba maintain its socialist/revolutionary consciousness? The central 

argument of this thesis is that developing tourism types that encourage tourists to 



celebrate Cuba's socialist or revolutionary consciousness would be a real contribution in 

solidari@ with the Cuban Revolution- 

PART 111: AN INTERDISCIPLINARY LOOK AT TOURISM RESEARCH 

Although an abundant amount of research has been devoted to under~fanding the 

impact tourism has had on host societies, v e y  few efforts have been made to explain the 

impact that tourisrn in specific countries has had on tourists' value stances. There are a 

number of disciplines in which research does attempt to include tourists as participants in 

the study of tourism. For example, social psychological research focuses on the impact 

of tourism on tourists in order to argue, often, that tourists are being exploited. Other 

research by anthropologists has focused on the interactions and hterpretations of tourist 

experiences. The results of such research have tended to be used for marketing and 

creating more 'authentic' and interesthg forms of tourism rather than towards 

understanding the impacts on the tourists visiting the site. 

This section discusses the existing approaches to tourism and a iÎamework for 

fiuther analysis of the impact of tourism on tourists. The purpose is not to deny the 

importance of other research being doue but to offer a new perspective in studying 

tourism, adding to the accomplishments already being made. 

As we enter an age when tourism is becoming the number one industry in the 

world, social research of the implications it brings with it is only just beginning. After 

World War II, tourism fiuictioned as an instrument for development, becoming 



hcreashgly more popular in post-colonial nations. The focus then was on the economic 

impact of tourism on the underdeveloped countries. With the introduction of overseas 

travel, tourism began to rapidly expand, Research during this era concentrated mostly on 

domestic forms of tourism and u d y  took place with the help of large organizations 

such as the United Nations, World Bank and the Organization for Economic Cooperation 

and Development. At this point the research and statistics produced were usually 

unquestioned, proclaiming that tourism and its benefits were overwhelming. The 

ideology of the t h e  was that touriçm was a form of development, providiag a way for the 

developing world to compete in an international market. The basic philosophy was that 

tourism brought foreign exchange, employed more people, and that towist expenditures 

would stimulate local economies by raising the standard of living (Gradbuni and Jafari, 

1994: 4). Much of the research today still focuses on these positive economic effects 

without considerhg the social or cultural impacts which are also occurring. 

However, as tourism continued generally unquestioned through this century, 

researchers fiom various disciplines began the search for information about other, less 

positive effects that tourism was having on the countries and areas being visited by large 

groups of people. Much of this research was a reaction to mass tourism, in turn fostered 

by the growïng opportunities to ship large groups of people around the world. Two of the 

disciplines h t  interested in studying the impact of tourism fiom non-economic 

perspectives were anthropology and sociology. Research was also done in ecclogy at this 

tirne, mainly in the interest of preserving parks and na- environments. Although the 

study of tourism has grown, it is still in the beginning stages of being accepted as  a focus 

of study. For example, as Grabum and Jafari (1991: 5) point out, the study of tounsm 



emerged oniy as a sideiine to other "more serious" research topics; rarely was tourkm 

taught "as a subject" and data on tourism was not gathered systematically. They also 

argue that, since the 19707s, the study of tourism in its own right has become more 

estabiished but that a shift towards a more interdisciplinary sharing of ideas and research 

is necessary. It is, therefore, apparent that the struggle to search for estabiished theories 

of tourism within specinc disciplines stems fkom the lack of importance given to this 

field of research and the general lack of interdisciplinary exchange of ideas. 

For the purpose of this research, the fields of anthropology, psychology, 

sociology, politicai science and leisure studies will be discussed together, in terms of a 

central focus on different tourism experiences. Ecology and geography are more 

interested, respectively, in a discussion of the physical environment and the location of 

peopie. Interest in tourism within the fields of marketing and economics will again be 

separated due to the emphasis on money and bushess in their approaches. These 

categories should not suggest that there is no overlap between the disciplines, but they 

make it easier to compare and understand the approaches based on îhese basic similarities 

and differences. 

Anthropology and sociology are both interested in human experiences (Nash and 

Smith, 1991: 12) and the values, attitudes and behaviour of human collectives, whether 

these groups comprise just a few persons or whole nation states @am and Cohen, 199 1 : 

155). In both disciplines the emergence of a uniform or accepteci theory of tourism is still 

in the eariy stages of development and not a necessary goal. Like any topic of conceni 

for these two disciplines, differences in perspectives have led to alternative ways of 

conceptualizing tourism. 



Most of the research about tourists within anthropology is centered around the 

issue of authenticity and producing the desireci 'authentic' atmosphere for tourists during 

their excursions. Anthropologists apply the concept that cultural contact and cultural 

change are important areas of inquiry (Nash and Smith, 1991: 13). Tourisrn within the 

discipline of anthropology is commonly seen as involving transactions between hosts and 

guests with major socio-cultural consequences, particularly in the devebping world 

(Nash and Smith, 1991: 15). 

An example of research by anthropologists is that by Boniface and Fowler (1993: 

2) whose basic concem is with the apparent problems of the consumption of culture. 

They contend that tourism distorts reality, obiïging people to produce themselves for 

tourist consumption (Boniface and Fowler, 1993: 5). Their discussion of tourist 

expectations has been important for developing the analytical h e w o r k  for the impact 

of tourism on tourists which is discussed in Chapter Three. 

Nuryanti (1996:249) has done some more contemporary research on tourism 

withui an anthropological framework. In this discussion, heritage and "postmodem" 

tourism are addressed. His approach centres on the assumption that hentage is part of 

cultural tradition while the concept of tourism is really a form of modern consciousness. 

This research focuses on the integration of the two and also on the notion of 

interpretation. Interpretation, as applied in his research, is not only a description of 

physical facts and tangible elements but also moves into the realms of spiritual truths, 

emotional responses, deeper meanings and understandings. Meaning emerges out of the 

complex interplay among the observer, the participant and the object itself. It is this 



complex interpretation of events or sites that should become an integral part of marketing, 

managing and planing heritage tourism (Nuryanti, 1996: 253). 

Nash and Smith (1991: 22), argue that, although the boudaries of the 

anthmpologicai discipline are not weii developed, the distinctive point of view 

articulated by anthropology researchers is that tourism as an element of huma. culture. 

The main focuses of research are, therefore, the forces that generate tourists and tourism, 

the transactions between cultures or subcultures, and the consequences for the cultures 

and the individuals witbin hem concentrating mostly on the main effects of tourism on 

hosting cultures rather than the impact of the tourism experience on the tounsts' 

themselves. 

Daun and Cohen argue in their article about sociology and tourism that some of 

the best work in tourism has been eclectic, linking elements of one perspective with those 

of another, rather than opting for an exclusive point of view. In their research, 

sociologists have often rejected the quantitative and positivistic approaches of colleagues 

fbm other disciplines making it more difficult to be eclectic. On the other hand, 

sociology itself is a fiagmented discipline. Consequently, Dam and Cohen (1 99 1 : 162) 

classifjr sociological theories of tourisrn into respective fields and different fbeworks  

found within the discipline: developmental perspectives; Weberian; phenomenological; 

and spbol ic  interactionkt @an- and Cohen, 199 1 : 1 59-1 65). The authors neglect to 

include any feminist or Marxist perspective on tourism. Rather than develop a theoretical 

analysis specifk to tourism, tourism has been analysed by applying the basic assumptions 

and conclusions of some existing paradigms. 



Dann and Cohen (1991: 163) suggest that the sociological treatrnent of tourism 

origùiated in Gennany in the work of von Weise and was fiuther advanced by Knebel. 

They argue that the 1950's and 1960's introduced two opposing camps with respect to 

tourism. One portrayed the tourist as a cultural dope, manipulated by the establishment; 

the other made an atternpt at documenting the phenomenon empiricaily and without 

prejudice. The 1970's saw the ernergence of research which refu?ed the portraya1 of 

tourists as ignorant and exploited by placing tourism in the context of a quest for 

authenticity. Dam and Cohen (1991 : 159), argue that work on the sociology of tourism 

could be classfied into fou. main issue areas: tourists themselves, interactions of tourists 

with locals, the tourisrn system, and tourism impacts. They also d c i z e  sociologists 

fiom opposing camps for their lack of integration between theory and method. 

Although Dan. and Cohen (1991; 167) argue that, whiie the major theoretical 

perspectives within sociological thought have contributed to the sociotogy of tourisrn, 

each has been met with varying success. What cm be concluded fkom their research is 

that each perspective within the discipline provides M e r  understanding of the 

sociology of tourïsrn; none monopolize the field. For the purpose of this research, theory 

and ideas are usefûl fiom both micro and macro approaches to the study of tourism. 

Micro perspectives are useful for a focus on individuals in society and macro for an 

explanation of the organization and understanding of the institutions &ecting those 

individuals . 
The field of psychology is a third discipline closely related to the former two with 

respect to its focus and analysis of tourism. Although subfields within sociology and 



some researchers within anthropology are interested in the study of tourists and their 

behaviour, psychologists have considerably more insight into this area of research. 

Pearce and Singer (1991: 137) outline some of the broad goals and methods 

which unite the discipline. They argue that most psychologists have classicaily paid 

attention to the behaviour and experience of individuals and seek to describe and, if 

possible, explain any observed patterns in that behaviour and experience. Similar to 

sociology, the areas of tourism research within psychology are umally characterized by 

the different perspectives and interests of the researcher, depending largely on their 

specifïc area of specialty. Generaily, the psychology of tourism fits into groups of 

research about biological and psychological processes, cognitive and mental processes, 

individual differences, inter-individual behaviour and cross-cultural, between-group 

behaviour. At one extteme, psychologists are interested in medical and biological 

processes while, at the other, studies are closely linked to anthropology. 

One of these studies focusing on interaction and individual behaviour is the work 

of Pearce (1 982). Pearce (1 982: 21) outlines five suggestions for the M e r  development 

of social psychological accounts of tourist behaviour: 1) a satisfactory dennition of the 

tourist; 2)  the need to understand the differmces among diffêrent tourist populations; 3) 

questions concerning tourist's confonnity and imitation of fashion (motivation and class 

variables); 4) the social interaction between host and tourist (tourist reactions to their 

contact experience, including stereotyping, culture shock and contact experience); and 5) 

social psychological accounts of tourist behaviour h m  the findings of empincal studies, 

such as surveys, laboratory and field experiments as well as interviews. 



Jackson, White and Schmeirer (1996: 798) have also recently done research on 

tourism experiences witbin the fiamework of psychology. They argue that qualitative data 

(Jackson et ai., 1996: 801), where researchers have directly asked tourists what they 

perceive about theu tourism experience, is undeniably important in its ability to develop 

models of behaviour. Their research appiied an attributional theory to tourist perceptions 

of their most positive and negative tourism experiences. Researchers then indicated 

whether the respondents had attniuted the experience to intemal (personai) factors or 

external (situational or interpersonal) factors. They fhd that tourists' cognitions 

influence behaviour. As tourists continue to experience tourism activities, they evaluate 

the outcome in terms of intemal (personai) factors and extemal (situational) factors. This 

is important for developing a mode1 for the analysis of the effects of tourism on tourists. 

It has become evident tiom this research that, if toirrists perceive they have minimal or no 

control over their experience and attribute the outcome to extemal factors, then they have 

no reason to change their behaviour. Jackson, White and Schmeirer (1996: 808), argue 

therefore, that people perceive themselves as having very W t e d  control over the 

negative experiences of tourism and play a helpless role. They argue that the goal of this 

research is for the tourism industry to develop strategies to empower the tourist to take a 

more proactive role, while helping to minimize the negative and maxïmizing positive 

tourism expenences (808). This is exactly the point of this thesis with respect to tourism 

in revolutionary Cuba 

Leisure and recreational studies of tourism are still struggling for academic 

legitimacy. Smith and Godbey (1991: 85) offer an introduction to the study of tourism 

and its relevance within the realm of leisure and recreational studies analyses. The 



emphaçis in recreational studies has been the creation of a work - recreation - work cycle, 

brought about by indusbrializattion; recreation is ofhm seen as a catharsis which refkeshes 

the individuai for fllrther work- Eventuaily, studies within tbis discipline focused on 

visitation patterns, on site behaviour of the public, demand analysis, user motivations, 

satisfactions, ecological impacts of land uses and site desigdmanagement principles 

(Smith and Godbey, 1991: 87). As for leisure studies, its emphasis stems fiom several 

decades of studies of community lie, tirne use, and participation in fkee t h e  activities 

(Smith and Godbey, 199 1: 89). Since tourism is a fûnction of these times of eeedom a d  

mobiiity, leisure studies have developed an interest in the tourism expenence. 

Smith and Godbey (1991: 89) have shown that the more recent trend in leisure 

and recreation studies is the study of tourism as a respected subject. An example of 

research within this framework of analysis, related to an impact analyses of tourists, is an 

article by Yiannakis and Gibson (1992: 290). This article dacriies the processes by 

which tourïst roles are conceptuaiized and measured using a three dimensional scaiing 

analysis. Yiannakis and Gibson (1992: 287) have developed a typology of thirteen 

leisure -based tourist roles. Tourist behaviour, de- by these authors, is a form of 

Ieisure that involves travel and takes place away fiom home. Their findings suggest that 

levels of satisfaction among tourists are dependent on the type of tourism and on the 

potential of the environment to stimulate an interest within that typology. They argue 

that in order to better understand tourists behaviour it is not sufncient to map out how 

people behave while on vacation (1992: 209). In addition, researchers must explore the 

relationship of motivation @ush factors) and tourist role preference, the psychological 

needs that such roles may satisfi, and the mechanisms which make such a process 



possible. Their conclusions are that there is a clear need for an interdisciplinary mode1 

that explicates the possible relationship among psychological needs (motivation), tourist 

roles, liminality, and optimal destination characteristics, bringing together and forniing a 

bridge between psychology, sociology, and anthropology. 

Although the politics of tourism undoubtedly are involved in tourism 

experiences, analysis within the discipline of political science has been involved in the 

training and policy making of tourism experiences (Matthews and Richter, 199 1 : 133). 

One notion that is clear is that there must be more interdisciplinary sharing of 

information. In many respects politics play a major role in the implementation and 

development of policy with respect to tourism. Tourism as an area of research does not 

appear to be very well developed or accepted in political science. In relation to this 

thesis, it would have been usefirl to have more information about the politics involved in 

devebping certain forms of tourism, especially in the case of Cuba. Although there is 

some research available, it seems very susceptible to Western biases about Cuba and 

reflective of the negative propaganda fiom the United States. 

In geography, tourism is examined from environmental, regional, spatial, and 

evolutionary perspectives kom w i t h  the discipline (Mitchell and Murphy, 1991: 57). 

Aithough this discipline does not directly relate to the purpose of this paper, it should be 

noted that the studies within geography related to the understanding and movement of 

tourists fiom the originating markets to leisure destinations provide very interesting 

information about the evolution of travel and desired destinations (Mitchell and Murphy, 

1991: 63). In adàïtion, the environmental studies done within this discipline are very 

important and usefiil for comprehending the social impact of tourism on host coutries. 



Since the concems of most govemments and policy officials are with 

environmental problems incurred by tourism, ecologists have also made many 

contn'butions to the study of tourism and its impact on the natural and physical 

environments (Farrell and Runyan, 1991: 26). Due to govemmental interests in these 

issues, many articles have been written outlining the implications of developing tourism 

in specific areas. Much conternporary research is devoted to the analysis of sustainable 

development (Farrell and Runyan, 1991: 34). Although the study of sustainable tourism 

often does not include any discussion about peoples or cultures, the resuIts of research 

done in this field could enhance social impact studies, promoting a more general 

understanding of the impact of tourisrn including both the physical and human aspects. 

The remaining two disciplines to be discussed are marketing and economics. 

These disciplines have strategicaily been left to the 1 s t  because discussion about tourism 

within these fields is not lacking. If anything, most of the research done on tourism is 

centered in these two disciplines. However, the study of tourism should include more 

than a discussion of economics because, while it is important, there are many other 

factors involved in the development of tourism. 

Eadington and Redman (1991: 43) assert that the field of economics has become 

one of the more prominent social sciences in the last halfof the twentieth century because 

of the relevance of its subject matter to organizations and to govemments attempting to 

Wli short-term and long-term objectives. Although it is important to understand and 

analyze the economic benefits of tourism in specinc regions, many other social 

researchers argue that the marketing segmentation approach to tourist demand and 

advertising and the impact of economic changes on reshaping tourist demand are not 



sufficient for understanding the impact of tourism. It is argued by Pearce (1 982: 5) that 

these supply- verçus- demand anaiyses of tourism are inadequate because tourists are 

conceived as nothing more than money-dispensing machines which requise reguiar 

servichg. He argues that the feelings, memories, fnistrations, aspirations and 

disappointments are, therefore, lost in this mechanistic study of supply and demand. 

In another study edited by Shiji  (1975), titled and Soc- 
. - 

Deve-, it is argueci that the economic study of tourism is lackuig in its discussion 

of tourism as an alienating structure. He argues that the social and cultural effects of 

tourism are not being addressed and that it has reinforced the existing colonial and 

neocoloniai social, cultural and economic relationships. This research suggests that, 

instead of a focus on cost-benefit methodology of foreign exchange statistics, more 

emphasis should be given to an historically disciplined "theoreticai analysis" to serve as a 

"guide to action". He argues that the justification for tourism in terms of its being 

economically good, even though it may have adverse social, cultural, and political effects, 

completely fails to appreciate the integrated nature of the system of underdevelopment. 

Shivji's discussion suggests the ways in wbich the economics of tourism do not 

address cuitural and social issues. The nature of underdevelopment and the realities of 

tourist consumption, and its solution, are aever addressed when the focus of analysis is 

foreign exchange eamings. Another argument fiequently used by economic officiais is 

that tourism increases local employment and secondary industries. However, there is no 

way to calculate rigourously the number of employed, and decisions must take into 

account the long-term a h  of restnicturing the economy and making the economic growth 

of the nation as a whole self-sustainhg (Shi vji,lWS: 6). 



These examples of problems incurred by overemphasking economic research on 

tourism are just a few examples of the many problems which stem from solely 

researching this kind of impact, However, it is necessary to note that, without economic 

studies of the management and possibiliîy of tourism in specific countries, the study of 

tourism would be incornplete. Knowledge of the economics involved in tourism are a 

necessity in understanding, the specifïc impacts that will occw on a country. However, it 

couid be complemented and much more effective if they included a more 

interdisciplinary approach. 

Closely linked to the field of economics and to the importance to the study of 

tourism is the disciphne of management and marketing, This discipline generally treats 

tourkm as the product and the tourists as the consumers of this product. Its focus ranges 

fiom the peak performance delivery of s e ~ c e s ,  podolio analyses applied to tourist 

destinations and restaurant management, marketing planning, product positioning, market 

segmentation, to consumer behavior, product development and advertising. The areas of 

most interest in this thesis is that of consumer behaviour and advertising. Within the 

discipline of marketing and management the goal of understanding consumer behaviour 

is to understand the motivations and desires of tourists so that the product being sold is 

more cost effective. ALthough many of the motivational analyses and uses of 

psychographics used in marketing sweys  could be useful in the evaluation of the impact 

of tourisrn on tourists, the outcome of these research tools should be used to promote 

different results. For example, withh sociology these tests could be used to understand 

the effects of tourism, suggesting more positive tourhg in the fiiture for both the tourists 

and the places being visited; usually, the results are used for the enterprises interested in 



making money and profits. In addition, the analysis of advertising could aiso be usefiil 

for detennining the effects of a more positive experience based on avaiIab1e information 

to tourists, as their interpretations are undoubtedly characterized by the amount of 

information and viewpoints available about the countnes or cultures to be visited. 

The fiuidamental difference beîween thïs research and that of other disciplines 

including sociology, is the objective of understanding the impact fiom and on the 

tourists' perspectives, with the underlying intention of complementing Cuban policy 

towards the development of more effective types of tourism based on their politicai, 

social and economic situation. 



CHAPTER THREE: KEY CONCEPTS AND METHODOLOGY 

Key concepts such as tourism, alternative tourism, the tourist, mass tourism, value 

stances, and social justice are al l  part of popular terminology capable of differcnt 

meanuigs according to the purposes for which they are useci. For this thesis, it is 

necessary to outline some of the popular discourse used in defining these terms, and then 

to relate those meanings to the methods and purpose of this research. The fïrst half of this 

chapter will be devoted to outlining these key concepts and a discussion of how they will 

be incorporated into this thesis. Secondly this chapter wiil address the methodologies 

used in collecting and analyzing the data conceming the impact of varying types of 

tourism in Cuba on the tourist's value stance 6 t h  respect to Cuba. 

Lickonsh (1 991 : 3), dehes  tourism as "a complex trade covering al1 movements 

of people outside their own community for ail purposes except migration or regular daily 

work." Therefore tourism is not a single industry but is a movement of people, a demand 

force. He argues that tourism has both an upside and a downside. The upside to tourism 

is its tangible benefits like economic-wealth creation, foreign exchange earnings, crafts 

and heritage. The downside is its potential to create erosion and destruction of the 

environment, exploitation of the local people and the sacrifice of local cultures. He sums 

up tourism as: a major economic activity which is highly competitive, a major employer, 

and a global phenornenon. 

Lea (1988: 4), argues that tourism is capable of diverse interpretation and that 

first you must describe the tourist who is perhaps best defhed by Eric Cohen. Lea argues 

that a tourist is a voluntary, temporary traveler, travelling in the expectation of pleasure 



fkom the novelty and change expenenced on a relatively long and non-recurrent round- 

trip. From this definition of the tourist Lea argues that in general people think of tourism 

oniy in terms of the travelers or on a variety of exotic destinations. He suggests the need 

to assess who actualiy controls the international market. His argument is that tourism 

includes the existence and control of travel agents, tour, hotel and transport companies, 

and that they control a global mass tomkm market through their transnational operations 

Cohen (1989: 130), in bis article, defines the conventional tourïst as seeking mere 

entertainment, recreation or relaxation, surrounded by the "environmental bubble" of his 

home environment provided by the tourist establishment. This type of tourist is defined 

as being too lazy and uninterested in experiencing the world beyond. Although many 

tourists display these characteristics, the underlying assumption of this thesis is that these 

guidelines are too broad for such a small scale focus. 

Peppelenbosch and Tempelman (1989: 23) argue that tourists fit into four basic 

categories. The h t  is the mass tourist or package tourist who rushes through villages 

taking pictures and buying souvenirs. The second is the truth or life seeker who rejects 

his own cultural ethics and mores trying to fhd solace outside hidher own country. The 

third basic category is what is labeled as the hippie tourist who is a person or persons who 

preaches a counter-culture of dnigs, loose sexual mords and practices poor hygienic 

standards. Lastly, these authors define the student tourist. Students are noted as those 

individuals or groups traveling on a limited budget, moving h m  one place to another in 

the cheapest possible way trying to identift with the local Stream of iife for the pursuit of 

higher goals* 



Peppelenbosch's and Templeman's (1989: 23) categories are rigid and would not 

apply in all situations according to the assumptions of this research. For example, there 

are many mass tourist packages designed so that tourists never leave the resort. There are 

also groups who never leave one site and groups of students who travel in large groups 

seeking knowledge and solidarity with al1 participants and it is not practical to place ail 

individuais who are fed up with theu system into one group. Although there are 

undoubtedly people who travel only for sex and drinking, there are also people fed up 

with their own cultures seeking something new and dinerent who are not interested in 

this type of exploitation. The basic assumption of this research is that towists are not 

stupid, exploited, non-participants of the tourism experience but are, instead, capable of 

understanding and interpreting their own experiences and feelings towards given 

situations including those created by tourism. In accepting that tourists are capable of 

interpreting theu own experiences it must also be stated that in many cases within the 

tourism experience, people can be seen as exploiters of culture, and society. This is most 

visibly seen in the occurrence of prostitution in visited country's around tourist areas. 

These definitions of tourism and tourists show that de!5nitions c m  Vary according 

to researchers and the purpose of their work. In many cases it was bard to decipher 

wbether the author was distinguishing between tourism or mass tourism. Also, most 

discussions of tourism in general and its basic definition o h  branched into a more 

concise definition of the tourist. As we wiii see, the term alternative tourism aiso has 

such implications of vagueness and lack of a concrete definition. 

Cazes (1989: 123) discusses the issue of alternative tourism in relation to the 

vagueness of meaning for the term mass tourism. He argues that this sociological 



concept has a weak scientific foundation. For example, the m a s  generalIy ùnplies a 

large number but that there is also the implication of a socially classined entity (lower 

and middle class), age classes (do children and older people stiil belong to the mass?), 

normative attitudes, places in time where the phenornenon manifests itself. His feeling 

about the cment definition is that it is like a black hole swallowing anything remotely 

related- Questions that Cazes feel are important are: should the mass be confhed to 

places where it does least damage and does a good mass joumey exist? Although mass 

tourism is a vague term, perhaps it can only be defined in relation to its meaning in a 

specific context. For example, this thesis wiU define mass tourism and alternative 

tourism in relation to each other and not as separate concepts. Mass tourism in one case 

may mean something very different than in another; therefore a universal definition of it 

becomes quite complicated. 

Before moving on to defining these concepts according to the parameters of this 

research, it is important to discuss alternative tourism. Cohen (1989: 127) offers a 

detailed discussion of two distinct types of tourism that can be used as reference points 

for definhg tourism and alternative tourism in this paper. He argues that alternative 

tourism exists today as a fashionable idea among those dissatisfied with the nature of 

mass tourkm as it is promoted by the tourist establishment and with its economic, social 

and cultural consequences. His analysis is that alternative tourism has encouraged many 

tour operators and various non-commercially orientai projects to offer a variety of 

alternative fonns of travel. Cohen (1989: 127) examines the parameters of alternative 

tourism with what it is alternative to. He sees the idea of alternative tourism as having its 

source in two contemporary ideological preoccupations. The k t  preoccupation is with 



the counter-cultural rejection of modern mass consurnerism and, the second is the 

concem for the impact of the modem industrial world on Third World societies. 
, 

From these two principle concepts of the idea of alternative tourïsm, Cohen 

(1989: 130) then examines the rnanner in which they are realized in practice. Counter- 

cuiturai alternative tourïsm is therefore the practice of inverting the values, motives, 

attitudes and practices of conventionai mass tourisrn. This type of tourist rejects being 

like the conventional tourist and the home society and culture* The concerned alternative 

tourist is who Cohen (1989: 135) describes as a person interesteci in a type of tourism 

which aims at a just fonn of travel between members of different comunities seeking to 

achieve mutual understanding, solidarity and equality among al1 participants. This type 

of practice therefore seeks to be an alternative to mass tourism and counter-culture 
- 

tourism. In practice, this form of tourism would seek to benefit both parties, personally 

and economicaliy fiom the encornter. Cohen (1989: 135) points out that the principal 

means of promotion of this type of tourism are various small scale projects in developing 

countries established with local consultation and participation. Their purpose is to bring 

s m d  groups of visitors to a local@ where they are given the opportunity for direct 

interaction with the locals as equals and for comprehension of their real life problems: 

the visitors are understood to pay for their stay and there is no exploitation involved. 

In many cases authors begin a discussion of mass tourism and quickly fa11 back 

onto a discussion of what is a tourist, Cohen (1989: 127) and Cazes (1 989: 123) both 

argue that you must discuss these terms in relation to each other and not as separate 

entities. While none of these dennitions are concrete, they do provide a stepping Stone 



for M e r  analysis of what is meant by m a s  tourism, alternative tourism and tourists for 

this thesis work. 

From this research there is still the question of what tourism reaiiy is. Most 

authors try to d e h e  it in such vague terms so as to include al1 forms of travel, migration 

and pleasure. Others assign labels to the word such as alternative or mass so as to 

separate different forms of tourism but there is stiu uncertainty as to what these terms 

actuaUy include. 

For the purposes of this research the best place to start seems to be with an 

explanation of the findamental differences between the two tours observed as both could 

reasonably be classified within the definitions of various types of tourism. Tou. A was 

booked by various d i f f i t  tour companies fiom across Europe and Canada. Most 

tourists staying at the Barlovento Hotel were there on a package tour ranging fiom one to 

three weeks, AU me&, flights and accomodations are included in these packages. Tow 

B was booked by one travel agent in Canada and was advertised only to Canadians. The 

second tour was advertised as a solidarity tour with Cuba due to the type of tours offered. 

For example, the tours offered in this package were to schools, hospitais, health care 

facilities and to social group gatherings. Tour A was advertised to people for the sole 

purpose of pleasure and relaxation, while Tour B was advertised more as an educational 

solidarity tour, but with al1 of the cornforts of hotel accomodations. 

Tour A which took place at the Barlovento Hotel in Varadro, is closer to what is 

commonly known as resort tourism defïned by a location which provides tourists with al1 

the essential needs of a tourist looking to get away, relax, and enjoy warm weather and 

entertainment. This tocation provided tourists with al1 the essentials so that tourists do 



not necessarily have to leave. However, in Cuba there are also a series of day tours 

designed for tourists to get away h m  the resort location. Although these tours provide 

some outlet and opportunity for individual exploration, Tour A is essentially designed 

with the intention of creating little room for interaction between local people and tourists. 

The most common motivation of tourists to take part in Tour A would be the excitement 

of being in a tropical climate, having all the luxuries of home, and the fkeedom to explore 

Cuba on their own tirne. 

Tour B could also be defined as mass tourism as it hcludes large groups of people 

on an organized tour staying in aii-inclusive environmentS. However, this type of tour 

could fa11 under a certain type of alternative tourism as it is aimed at providing tourists 

with non-traditional types of interactions with Cuban people. It is designed by the tourist 

agent as a fkiendship tour with the intention of providing tourists with the opportunity to 

meet with and interact with Cuban families, communities and provides the chance to 

explore a different type of social system to see its organized accomplishments. Akhough 

the putpose of the tour was to ignite solidarity between people fiom Canada and Cuba, it 

is possible that the motivation of tourists to go on this trip was to have the chance to see 

more of Cuba, for a cheap price, to be guided and to also have al1 the luxuries they are 

accustomed to at home. In design, Tour A was a type of tourism based on iittle 

interaction while Tour B was designed to encourage interaction in hopes of forming 

niendships between different nations of peoples. 

The tourists on each tour could arguably fit into different tourist categories 

defined by other researchers. However, the point of this research is not to classify the 

tourists. As a group tourists may share social perspectives or common attributes but they 



are not necessarily defined under categories such as the lazy or hippie tourist. These 

categories are seen as usefiil for other research but were not appropriate for small scale 

qualitative research such as this. Although tourists were not given specinc labels, in this 

research it is assumed that in generai there were people interested in doing soiïdarity 

work with Cuba and those interested only in a warm vacation, but aIso that these 

characteîïstics of tourists can also overlap- 

This research is a .  integrated look at tourists themselves, interactions of tourists 

with locals, the tourism system as it relates to Cuba, and impact of tourism on the tourist. 

The underlying intention of tbis research is to assist m e r  analysis in assessing the 

behaviour of tourists in order to develop different types of tourism. This research is 

designed to determine the impact, positive or negative, of tours of v-g type on 

tourists' value stances, but it also considers the experiences and expectations that also 

contribute to the overall iduence of these tours. 

It is assumed that the degree to which tourïsm in Cuba will have an impact on 

tourists' value stances depends also on the interrelationship between the experiences and 

expectations of the tourists. Although the main focus is to assess the changes in the value 

stance of each tourist, the underiying assumption is that the impact of tourism will be 

affected by these two variables. The expectations which tourists have when visiting a 

tourist site are defïned as the combination of sociological variables. Experiences are 

defined as those situations which occur in Cuba that may or may not affect the way in 

which people react to certain situations and the whole tourism experience. Group 

dynamics, the organized setting and interaction with Cubans are ail assumed to have 

some impact on the way people will respond to the tourism experience. 



Before discussing the methodology used for this sociological analysis, it is 

important to k t  address the issue of social justice. It, like many other terms, is capable 

of diverse meanings based on the researcher and work at hand and is therefore necessary 

to cl- within the parameters of this research. The definition of social justice that best 

defines this sociological analysis is that provided by Czerny, Swift and Clarke (1994: 15) 

. . 
in G e w e d  on Soc- in Canada. These authors argue that social analysis 

should discover the deep inequities and structural problems that characterize specific 

research topics and lead to action on behalf of justice. Types of action that they Uiclude 

under theù definition of analysis for social justice include in-depth research about a topic, 

organizing a local interest group, or contrïbuting to a national campaign that is taclcihg 

an important issue with the underlying purpose of raising new questions and involving 

people more deeply in the process of social anaiysis. 

The goal of this research is to understand the relationships that define tourism. As 

we have already seen in the literature on the topic, tourism is characterized in many cases 

by inequities between hosting corntries and the touring majority. Social analysis should 

look towards ways of leveling these inequities to more socially just forms of travel and is 

intended to be usefûl for Cuban policy makers, tourist agencies interested in providing 

forms of travel that enhance a sense of social justice and for tourists looking to become 

more aware of their own behaviour in other countrïes. This research is also an attempt to 

challenge negative US propaganda and serious threatening policies towards the welfare of 

Cuban people. It instead promotes educationai forms of travel to Cuba and a more equal 

distribution of resources amongst aii participants in the tourism experience. Social justice 

dictates the fostering of better relationships between Cuban people and tourists f?om 



around the world, and ending decades of violence and colonialism against theu country; 

and it includes the development of more equitable forms of tourist travel. 



Methodology 

Research for this thesis was conducted during a period of four weeks. The 

methods used in this social research were a combination of semi-structured open-ended 

qualitative interviews and participant observation. The qualitative interview was used to 

unfold the meaning of people's experiences so as to understand the impact of tourism 

fiom the subject's points of view. 

Participant observation was the method of collecting information about the 

tourists. The fint two weeks of research were conducted at the Bariovento Hotei in 

V d e r o  (Tour A) while the last two weeks included doing research at five different 

hotel locations in Cuba (Tour B). The observations were recorded formally for the k t  

week of each tour. Participant observations of Tour A were recorded at specific times 

during the day d e r  the various events which took place. On Tour B recording of the data 

was less systematic during the day due to the nature of the tour and the changing daily 

schedule. Recordings were systematically made throughout the day, d e r  specific events 

or interactions with various groups or individuals on both of the tours. The observations 

fiom Tour A were of all of the tourists, not just those interviewe& while the observations 

of Tour B were mostly of the group of tourists participahg iri the tour and their 

interactions with Cuban people and the tourism industry. Tourists fkom both tours were 

aware that there was research being done, but not toId that they were being observed or of 

the specific nature of the study because is was assumed that they would not feel 

cornfortable t a h g  fieely about their feelings if they knew the exact nature of the study. 

This method consisted of analysing what the tourists found interesting, what they thought 



about the surroundings, what areas were the most popdar during the vacation, and 

people's general attitudes towards Cuba and the location of their tours. The researcher 

was a participant observer because she was a tourist studying tourïsts in the same 

situations and settings as those tourists. Participant observation helps researchers leam 

nrst hand how the actions of others correspond to their words. For example, the pwpose 

of this rnethod is to see patterns of behavior, experience the unexpected as well as the 

expected, and develop a quality of trust with the tourïsts that may motivate them to be 

more open with t k  opinions (Glesne and Peshkin, 1992: 39). 

Glesne and Peshkin (1992: 42) best defke the goals of the outcome of participant 

observation for this research. These goals are understanding the research setting, its 

participants, and their behavior. Rather than studying the people, the assumption is that 

this method will foster a relationship of leaming from the people. It is an atmosphere 

where the researcher seekç to make the strange familiar and the familiar strange through a 

process of understanding it. For example in this research, the research setting wili be the 

areas that tourists h d  most intnguing, and the pwpose will be to understand their 

behaviors through observation of them. 

However, simply observing people and their settings does not explain their 

emotions or values related to certain situations. Therefore, the second haif of each tour 

was devoted to semi-stnictured, open-ended intemiews with those being observed. Kvale 

(1996: 14) defines the intent of the interview process for this thesis as the interchange of 

views between two persons convershg about a theme of mutual interest. The views of 

most interest will be the value stances of these tourists with respect to Cuba For each 

tour the same set of questions were asked of each tourist. However, these questions were 



semi-structured and open-ended so that if tourists wished to expand on certain themes, 

they were fiee to do so. Each person was given the fieedom to end the interview process 

at any time and encourageci to ask for any clarification when needed. The process of 

choosing participants was haphazard due to the nature of both tours and availability of 

tourists to be intervieweci. Both were very small scale because of the nature of the 

packages. For example, there were few persons to choose fkom Tour A as there where 

very few people who spoke English. Although the process could have been more random 

for Tour B those available to take part were also a smaU group due to the early departure 

of some members fiom the group. 

In order to discuss the questions used to elicit answers concerning the tourists' 

value stances, this concept must nrst be defineci. The purpose of this research will be to 

assess what Sacouman (1997: 29) refers to as the 'big' and 'little' social issues in 

response to these three views. The fïrst is the tourist's general view of human potential as 

either positive or negative. Has their trip infiuenced the way they view human potential 

through their expenences in Cuba? Second, are the tourists' general views of societal 

social organization positive or negative? More specifically what are the tourists' 

impressions of Cuba's social principles in theory and practice? Have they changed their 

perceptions about Cuba on the bais of their experiences? ThVd, is the tourist's geneal 

view of the possibility of radical social change (positive or negative)? In this case, the 

purpose is to discuss the tourists' opinions of the Cuban revolution based on their 

experience in Cuba. Have they revised their idea of the possibility of radical social 

change as a result of their visit to Cuba? Lastly, there is the possibility that traveling to 

Cuba did not provide any changes in the way people think about reality as a result of the 



type of tourism they chose, or as the result of their intentions to travel which did not 

include any thought about these three value stances. 

For an outline of the research and actual questions used durhg the interview 

process see the Appendix. These questions are placed in two categones: those issues that 

are of interest to the researcher (on the left) and those questions used during the interview 

to elicit relevant information (on the nght). 

In using interviews and participant observation it is possible that the value stance 

of the researcher may have elicited certain reactions fiom towists. However, in the way 

that the participant observations were conducted, the tourists had very litîle knowledge of 

me (or "the researcher") person. The goal of the research was to Men with open ears to 

the tourists, even those who had differing opinions fiom myself. It may appear that some 

of the questions asked of tourists are leading or show researcher bias, but most people 

who were interviewed seemed quite used to these sort of questions as they had discussed 

such issues with many people. Most people when discussing Cuba discuss its social 

policies and welf'are as a state and therefore people seemed unconcemed by being asked 

these questions witbin the understanding of tourism. Al1 of the tourists were informed 

that the research was related to the social analysis of tourism in Cuba and therefore 

seemed unaffecteci by the political nature of the questions. 

The tourists on Tour A corne h m  many different nationaiities. Those 

interviewed were fiom France, England, Germa.  and Canada Those interviewed 

included two women and five men. For those on Tour A whose first language was not 

English it was established at the begimiing of the i n t e ~ e w  process that, if anythiag 

needed clarification, they should not hesitate to ask for much clarification. However, al1 



of the people interviewed stated that English was the ianguage they now use the majority 

of the time and they felt they were SUfficientiy fluent in English. The tourists chosen to 

be in te~ewed for Tour B where all bom and raised in Canada and were fluent in 

English. This group included two femdes and four men- 

The process of choosing people for the interviews was quite different for each of 

the tour. On Tour A it was quite difficuit to find people who spoke EngLish fluently 

therefore, 1 chose people 1 had met during the activities at the hotel or beside the pool, 

and asked them to take part in my research. Everyone who 1 approached agreed to an 

interview. AU fifteen people on Tour B were approached to do an interview. Five people 

had agreed to do interviews but left the tour early, and three people deciined when asked. 

The rnajority of those who agreed to do interviews were unhappy with the organization of 

the tour but in most cases were interested in some kind of interaction and solidarity work 

with Cuba All of the tourists on Tour B knew that the tour was planned as a solidarity 

trip but the majority stated that they were not interested in the organized setting of the 

trip, 

In summary this section was necessary in order to determine the parameters and 

definitions of certain concepts used by mainstream sociologists when doing research on 

tourism and its development. A generd review of this literatwe showed that many of the 

key concepts are unclear and need to be de- according to the research for which they 

are being used. Further development of these terms wiil occur as  a part of the research 

process, in addition, the purpose of interviews was described as an auxiliary method used 

in conjunction with participant obsewation to describe, evaluate and discuss the possible 

impact of two types of tourism on the value stances of the tourists. The value stances of 



the touristç was analyzed through observing the behaviours of tourists through 

examination of the respondanr interview schedule to focus on the three main social 

views of people. 

There are obvious limitations to the methods used during this research. Most 

irnportady the selection of people to do interviews was very limited. The selection of 

people to take part in the research for Tour A was hampered by Ianguage barriers and the 

nature of resort tourism. It is obviously hard to reach people who àid, in fact, leave the 

hotel on visits because they are not present; the majority of people asked to take part in 

this research were those who took part in some kind of activity at the resort. On Tour B 

the selection process was hampered the fact that five people who were unhappy with the 

tour left early. It would have been useN to have compare those interviews of people 

who remained on the tour for its duration with those who chose to leave. What also must 

be considered is that some of the questions asked during the i n t e ~ e w  process were 

oriented towards the positive aspects of the Cuban Revolution and Cuban society which 

may in some cases elicited answers that tourists felt were in agreement with the 

researcher biases. 



CHAPTER FOUR= PARTICPANT OBSERVATION FINDINGS 

This chapter reports and analyses the participant obsemation data relevant for the 

impact of tourism in Cuba on tourists' value stances. The basic argument here is that the 

impact on value stances is dependent on two key factors. The &t factor is the experience 

that people have in Cuba. It includes such events as their reception upon arrival in Cuba 

and the general organization or setting of the tours. These experiences are in turn also 

afTected by such issues as group dynamics and interaction with other tourïsts and also 

with Cuban people inside and outside of the resort. The second factor is the impact fkom 

the prior expectations that people carry with them to a tourist area derived fkom their, 

class, gender, political orientation, country of origin, and language. 

Anaiysis of the participant observation data helps to create a M e r  understanding 

of these factors. Primarily, the findings emphasize the setting and group dynamics that 

possibly would have influenced peoples experiences but it also includes my own 

impressions and reactions to situations as they occurred. The first part reports the 

observation data obtained fiom Tour A at the resort in Varadero and the second half of 

this chapter reports the findings fkom Tour B, the solidarity tour. 

PART 1: TOUR A 

Tour A was centered in Varadero, Cuba at the Barlovento Hotel located on the 

edge of downtown Varadero. Most people were shocked to 6nd miiitary officiais at the 

airport to take their passports and to help them off the plane. Some people were 

disappointed about the cool weather and concemed that they would not have adequate 



clothing for the weather they were experiencing. Most people, of course, were concemed 

about getthg their luggage and getting to theu buses. There was a Sunflight 

representative, a Canadian, to greet us and we were escorted straight to our hotel without 

delays. 

Our hotel was b e a u t a .  My mother, brother and 1 were al1 surprised to see how 

beautifid and modem it looked. However, since we were expecting the background music 

to be Cuban, it was strange to arrive to the Song, " Hotel Catifornia" 

Although 1 have visited Cuba twice before, my initial impression of this hoiel was 

that if, one were planted there without knowing what country you were in, one would not 

be able to guess where in the Caribbean one was located; the hotel resembled a typical 

modem Caribbean resort. It was my initial reaction that one could stay at this resort and 

have very Little interaction with local people or culture. Its beauty was a bit 

overwhelming fiom the start because of the rich atmosphere it projected, 

. . 2. Organizahon of the Se- The Hotel Rarloventn 

The hotel couid be described as being similar to those that you rnight find in 

Spain. There were two pools, one equipped with voUeybal1 nets and the other equipped 

for swimming and water polo; both were treated nightly with chernicals and cleaned very 

thoroughly. In the main reception area there was a small gift shop where you could 

purchase items like sunscreen, flip-flops, beach towels, clothes, and some souvenirs like 

Mo-Cuban dolis. There were three wings of rooms that surrounded the central area 

where the pools were located dong with palm trees, a restaurant, a stage for the eveniag 

shows, and small souvenir markets. There were three eating areas and three bar areas, 

includuig a pool-side stand and a man who came around while you were at the pool to see 



if you would like a dnnk. The hotel was also equipped with a massage room and a 

doctor's office where there was always a nurse or doctor in attendance. Each room was 

cleaned daiiy by the hotel staff. Although the resort was not directly located on the 

beach, all of the houses dong the road to the beach belonged to the resort and the bar 

immediately behind the hotel was located on the beach. Later 1 learned that mostly men 

entertainhg guests, usually for the purpose of prostitution, would rent the beach houses 

for periods of time so that it was not so evident that they had prostitutes at the hotel. 

The rooms available at this hotel were very modem. Our room had a large sliding 

glass window looking onto the courtyard and pools. In the bathroom there was a bath and 

shower, toilet with new seat covers, hot water, plenty of towels, and a blow-dryer 

mounted on the wail. Each room was supplied with a small television with a variety of 

channels. Most channels were US, English language stations such as MTV and a movie 

channef. There was one channel that was a local news station in Spanish but the majority 

were US or, less fiequently, European. The hotel was equipped with mauy of the luxwies 

that Cuban people have littie or no access to due to the economic situation there. 

Although the rooms for the guests of the hotei were plush and coq ,  the same 

could not be said for the rooms of the hotel entertainers. Each member of the animation 

team had to share a room with another worker that was the size of a large washroom by 

Canadian standards, with barely enough room for two small single beds. These rooms 

had a small washroom with a shower; however, the condition of these washrooms was 

nowhere near as inviting as those for the guests. Most of the workers stay in these rooms 

for most of the week because their families Live in towns outside of Varadero. Going 

home daily is virhidly impossible. 



Ongïnally, 1 had hoped that takllig part in the daily scheduled activities and events 

would help me to meet new people and have a chance to hear what other tourists were 

saying about the hotel and its surrouudings. Displayed near the hotel entrance was a daily 

list of the events and activities. As a part of the entertainment, a team of animation 

workers encouraged tourists to take part in the activities planned. 

Early observations showed that women generally took part in activities such as 

aerobics by the pool, or water aerobics, while the men took part in the rest of the 

activities such as water polo, pool volleyball, beach voileyball, and horseshoes. There 

were also a series of cocktail and afternoon games which people took part in. These 

games were usually played by men and included a free drink for the top three winners of 

each game. The f h t  activity that 1 took part in was pool basketball. Of the ten players, 

there were only two other women who played and no one else spoke English. It was 

amazing how well you can communicate without speaking the same laquage. Aithough 

initially discouraging, these activities later became my most usefül source for gathering 

information fiom other tourists about their reactions to Varadero. They became a main 

venue for meeting people whom 1 would later interview. 

It became evident that although these events were great for meeting and 

discussing issues with men, 1 was having very iittle interaction with women because the 

two or three women who generally played sports were fiom Argentins and my Spanish is 

severely ümited. Therefore, 1 took part in other activities such as aerobics. This activity 

was led by one of the Cuban animation team workers. There was an even split between 

men and women and a wide range of ages taking part. Getting tourists involved in the 

activities seemed to be a generally difficult task for the animators. People seemed more 



content to sit around the pool in the sun, Opportunities to tak to people who were not 

takîng part in the activities were rare because most of them were either reading or 

sleeping. 

People seemed generally happy with the activities and with the animator's efforts 

to keep people active and entertained. Participation in sports heavily depended on the 

weather. Lf the sky was a bit overcast people seemed more scarce and the hotel appeared 

very empty; but as the su. came out and the temperature got warmer, more people took 

part in the activities. From the outset 1 was extremely fiustrated in meeting people 

because of the laquage barrier, and also because at the hotel there were people who 

belonged to a variety of tour groups. For example, people in the hotel were associated 

with a number of separate tour packages. Since we were the only ones travelling with 

Simflight tours it was sometime fnistrating trying to meet people fkom other tour 

packages. 

In general, 1 enjoyed the activities that 1 played daily but never really felt like 1 

was in Cuba It seemed as if we had never really lefi Canada except for the warm 

weather and palm trees. My favorite games where those in which the Cubans took part. 

It was sometimes fivstrating when a Cuban would be practicing and even playing with us, 

but then would have to leave because hotel guests h m  the resort would show up. The 

first Cuban always asked to leave was a man who was crippled in his left leg but who 

could play volleybaI1 with amazing ability. 

Aithough initially 1 had a hard time meeting anyone who spoke English, 1 soon 

became cornpanions with mauy of the people taking part in the activities. Towards the 

end of my period of obsewations, it was evident that there were quite a few people who 



spoke English as a second language and it was with these people that 1 did the majority of 

my interviews. The cause of my fbtrations was partly in not realking that most people 

knew English but that this was not the language they often used to communicate. Also, 1 

later discovered that very few Canadians now travel to Varadero because there are no 

hotels partly owned by Canadians at this location. 

When we arrive& the first evening show planned for our entertainment was a 

Horror Shaw. It was mostly perfonned to US music such as the Monster Mash or 

Thriller and the animation team were great performers. Later on, in conversations with 

them, 1 learned that most of them were trained as actors or had some kind of university 

degree before they started their work at the hotel. 

The second evening, the show was the Latin show and it was a bit disturbing. 

Although the women could dance as if they had been dohg it since they were two or 

three, it was upsetting to watch some of the male tourists nin to the fiont to snap photos 

of the women who were generally dressed in batbing suits. The ratio of men to women in 

the audience was much higher for this show than the previous night. This show was very 

exploitive towards women in the way that the men reacted to it; the actual performance 

contained great dancing and choreography. The towist 1 was sitting with was very 

disturbed by tbis show and the reactions of the male tourists. She felt that the women 

were excellent dancers and should be recognized for their abilities but that they were not 

treated as talented dancers, but as sex objecîs to be looked at and drooled over. 

Mo-Cuban Night was the third show that 1 attended. Based on a mixture of the 

Mo-Cuban religions, it was similar to a show 1 had seen on a previous trip to Cuba. The 

first time 1 had seen the show the religions were briefly explained to us and this is 



perhaps why the show was familiar to me. The pdormers were black and were dressed 

in traditional religious clothing symbolizing certain aspects of the religion. The group 

sang and danced to the music of the dnuns. The general consensus of the people 1 spoke 

with was that it was interesting but because they did not know any background they 

found it a bit boring. Others were discontentd with the show because every guest was 

encouraged to participate in the beginning and to offa a donation to the show. 

Mer the Afro-Cuban Show, the bus for the entertainers was waitiag at the back 

entrance of the hotel. The bus did not look like the tourist buses but iastead was very old 

and noisy. After the show the Cuban band played two songs but the tourists did not 

dance to this music. Instead, they waited for the recorded dance music to begin which 

occurs every night after the show for about thuty minutes. At this tirne, most of the 

guests got up to dance the dances they had leamed at dance class in the aftemoon. 

The fourth night the show was canceUed but the evening turneci out to be one of 

the most e n t e r t d g .  Instead of sitting at tables and watching the shows, the Cuban 

band played music while we al1 danced to salsa and sang songs. People representing each 

counûy got up and sang a song. We had a great time leaming songs and dancing to the 

various different songs and music. The band was great and welcomed anyone to play or 

sing with them. 

The Crazy Show was the last show that 1 noted in my observations. This show 

was fun and very entertaining mostly because the humour included the tourists. Each 

actor would bring tourists up on stage and have them do wild and crazy things. Its 

purpose was to make fun of how tourists act in Cuba. My favourite part was when about 

twenty tourists were assembled on stage and asked to pose for a picture. We were 



assembled in a hilarious fashion and rnoved and removed. From thîs point on 1 was very 

conscious of how people approached Cubaas for having a picture taken and of what 

pictures 1 was myself taking. 

Most of the shows that are performed at this hotel are taken t'rom scripts sent to 

Cuba h m  Germauy and Denmark- The animators said that they change the shows 

because they like to make them more humorous and Cuban. The songs and background 

music used in most of the shows was Arnerican with the exception of Cuban and Latin 

night where the music was perfomxd by the Cuban band at the hotel. Most of the 

tourists 1 spoke with really enjoyed these shows. The ones who complained did not like 

the general format of the shows. For example, many people did not want to feel 

pressured into getting up on the stage; others complahed about the shows being too long, 

There were many women and some men who did not like the shows where the female 

dancers were scantily clad for the whole show. AU of the todsts 1 spoke with thought 

that the entertainers were very professionai. 

Every moming that the sun was out, people wouid begin to gather around the pool 

at around 9:OOam. Others would make their way down to the beach at this tirne. It 

seemed to be the same people who stayed around the pool everyday. These were rnostly 

women and older couples. Younger couples and men seemed to go to the beach area It 

was impossible to determine how many people weze taking part in the outside tours and 

trips available through the hotel. These details were later revealed in the interviews with 

people. Beîween 6:OOpm and 7:30pm every evening, the hotel was very quiet. The 

activities had stopped for the day and most peopb retumed to their roorns until supper 



time. After supper many people would sit around the lounge area and wait for the shows 

to begin. 

At the hotel there were two meals included in the tour packages for all the people 

staying at the hotel. Breakfast would start f&ly early and supper would begin around 

seven in the evening. Most people would eat at another restaurant for lunch or buy 

snacks h m  the hotel store to hold them over until supper. 

We arrived at the hotel the fkst evenhg just in time for supper. We were 

expecting a basic pre-arranged meai and were, therefore, surprised to h d  a huge room 

filled with several tables fidl of bufXet style food and desserts. Everywhere you tumed 

there was a different type of Canadian or European style food, dessert or snack. The 

tables were dressed with fine cloth and cloth napkins and during the meal two men would 

go to the individual tables and sing Spanish songs. 

Not oniy was the physical setting very elegant, the restaurant staff never missed 

an empty plate or a chance to fill up a half fiil1 glass. This whole setting made me feel 

measy and uncornfortable at times. Our f h t  breakfast was very similar to the supper. 

There were plenty of pancakes, eggs, f i t ,  bacon and yogurt dishes to choose fiom. This 

setting made me very curious to know what the Cuban workers would be feeling seeing 

enough food to support repeat visits to the buffet tables yet people walkiag away fiom 

plates that are halffbll. 

My favourite meal at the Barlovento Hotel was on Cuban Night. It was nice to 

have something dinerent than Canadian style foods. However, some tourists complained 

that the food prepared on ihis night was very bland and not as tasty as the other nights. h 

general people were content with the food at this resort. Although we generally did not 



eat outside of the restaurant, the few times we did were great as well. My favorite meal 

was at a Cuban home as part of a snorkeling tour. 

It is important to speak briefly of the role of the Canadian Representative because 

such people play an integrai part in shaping this vacation experience. Our representative 

met us directly at the airport and escorted us on an air-conditioned bus directly to the 

hotel. She was aiso the nrst person we spoke to the moming following our arrival. My 

initial reaction to this representative was that although she was a wonderfûi person and 

very channing, it seemed strange that someone ftom Canada was giving us advice and 

introducing us to Cuba However, many tourists were comforted by this and for some 

reason felt that it was necessary to have a Canadian representing their needs instead of a 

person kom Cuba 

The role of the representative was to familiarize us with Varadero by pointing out 

the tourïst attractions available. She informeci us about the various day trips available 

fkom within the hotel such as snorkehg, scuba diving, and day trips to Havana Our 

representative discussed Cuba in a very positive manner. This was her sixth year Living 

and working in Cuba and she stated that she had no desire to go anywhere else and that 

this has been her favorite place to live. Her job was to ensure that we had the most 

cornfortable stay possible and to be on cali for any serious problems. She was available 

at the hotel every day for one hout in case we had any problems or questions and was 

always vexy helpfid in contacthg people for us. Our experience at the hotel was a very 

positive one. 

All of the jobs at this hotel demandeci long hours and hard work fiom the Cuban 

worken. The animation team, for example, worked from very early in the moniing u . 1  



after the e v d g  shows and found tirne to practice for new shows in between this work. 

Because they live and work at the hotel theu job is very demanding. To them work 

m .  

usually meant entertaumg the tourists no matter what t h e  of day. During my stay at the 

hotel 1 spent quite a lot of tirne speaking with the workers. Many of them were 

discouraged and sad because of what tourism brings to their coutries; others wanted to 

leave because of what they hear through tourism about other coutries. Some of them 

were working in tourisrn oniy because it pays more and guarantees them three good meals 

a day. 

My interaction with the mai& or kitchen staff was very minimal. There often 

seemed to be a gender division of what jobs men and women did and even a racial 

ciifference in the jobs available. In the two weeks we stayed at the hotel, 1 did not see one 

male cIeaning the rooms; in the restaurant the women generally cleared the plates while 

the men served the drinks. The men working at the hotel generally had more access to 

tips than the women with the exception of the maids. 

On a few occasions, usually after the shows, 1 spoke with a member of the Cuban 

band about his feelings towards tourism, the tourïsts, and his job. He is fiom Cienfuegos 

and was very h t r a t e d  in trying to get supplies to fix the half of his roof that was blown 

away by Hurricane Lily. He found bis job in tourism to be very hard at tirnes especially 

being away fkom bis farnily for five days at a tirne. His band was as much of a family to 

him as his wife and daughter at home. His biggest fhstration at the Barlovento was that 

ail the managers were Spanish and did not necessarily care about the socialist ways of 

dealing with the workers; all of the workers were Cuban and not always lefi with the 



ability to voice their opinions. Although they couid speak fieely about their fnistrations 

these were generally overlooked by the Spanish management team. 

The number one fhstration for these workers was the difference in Ïncome 

between the people traveling to Cuba and those working in the resort. Many worken 

stated that to see someone vend twenty American dollars in a day is very hard to deai 

with when they make less than this in a month. My interpretation of theu feelings is that 

they are caught between two worlds, a desire to be in theu own country but to have al1 the 

luxuries and benefits being consumeci by the tourïsts. 

. - 3 .Bos- 

Unfortunately many men are traveiing to Cuba to 'consume' Cuban women. The 

existence of prostitution had a definite effect on how 1 looked at Cuba and tourism. 

When 1 fkst arrived at the hotel, my initial observations were that prostitution dîd not 

exist at this hotel. Most people seemed to be traveling with families or as couples. In 

fact, prostitution was alive and well at this hotel and was even arranged within an 

effective system. 

M y  first encounter with prostitution at the Barlovento was while 1 was sitting 

around the pool with two older men. One man was upset that he had not won his daily 

drink and because it was Saturday and none of the animators were around to organize 

events. He felt that the team should be extraorganized on rainy days and called them 

Iazy staff. His discussion slowly tumed to talking about Cubans and their rations, the 

blackouts, and how this was homble for the people he had met. in response to this, the 

other man agreed that this was al1 very sad but asked what we could do about it. The 

other man replied: " The way that 1 help solve this problem is to pay my girl lots of 



money." This type of prostitution is différent than that on the streets because it is much 

more organized. This man sees the same woman every time he goes to Cuba; he sends 

her money when he is not there to help her family. 

In a later discussion with this man, he stated that it was very hard for him to see 

'%is woman" because the police were very strict now in Varadero about prostitution. He 

said that he was not ailowd to be seen in public with her, and must pay extra money to 

specinc people in order to spend time with her, including the guards at the hotel. When 

he arrived in Cuba he had been very upset that this womm may have been sent to jail. 

He said that 1 s t  time he was in Cuba there had been hundreds of women on the streets. 

The word was that these women were now in jaiI, He showed a picture of this women to 

many people and eventually he found her. Other tourists and workers stated that 

Varadero, Cuba had been a very different place two years ago before the controiled 

access to the island on which it is located. They said that prostitution had been 

everywhere, approximating about 7000 for the whole of Varadero, and that these women 

were now all in jail. 

Another discussion 1 was involved in about prostitution was with one of the 

workers at the hotel. He was fhstrated because he sees that many Cuban women get 

positions in the hotel because they were sleeping with the right Spanish managers. This 

was particularly fiutrathg to him because his daughter was struggling to nnd work in 

the tourist industry. He saw women who were prostitutes the week before in positions 

that his daughter had been trained and was welî qualüïed for. He felt that tourism in 

Cuba was neither socialist nor capitalist but instead that workers are caught between the 

two systems. Tourism workers face a double world-the world where they are nom and 



the world of the tourists filled with money and goods. It was this contrast that, in his 

opinion, created services like prostitution. 

A b d  fiom the hotel had invited me to go to a disco so we walked around 

downtown Varadero in search of a night club. The k t  one we wcnt to was empty. This 

person found the empty streets all very strange because he had been there last January and 

he said even then the streets were always packed with Cubans and tourists, As we were 

walking down the Street Cuban men were offering women for sex but this was done very 

discretely. He noticed that people trying to seli sex were less pushy when he was wallcing 

with a woman. While we were wallcing we passed Gerrnan men walking and overheard 

them saying that they were not interested in retuming to Cuba because there were no 

women anymore. My fiend said that fiom talking wiîh quite a few men, many were very 

disappointed with Varadero this year because there were no longer any women who were 

easy to hire for a night. However, in t a l h g  with other men he had found that 

prostitution stili existed in Cuba, although the systern was more difficuit to access and 

was not as visible. Now men went to a bar, such as the one we were on our way to, and 

chose a woman; they then paid someone to take that woman into Varadero. Once the 

woman was on the island side, the man paid the guard at the hotel to wake them at 500  in 

the momhg so that the woman could leave before the management staff arrived and other 

tourists were awake. 

The only disco that appeared to be alive was the "Ship." This was a boat which 

was reached by crossing a bridge from our resort. It is not officially in Varadero. As 

soon as we crossed the small bridge leading to the "Ship" where Cubans must show 



identification cards, there were women on the side of the street soliciting men for sex. 

There was a huge he-up but we were pushed to the &nt. 

b i d e  there were fancily dressed Cuban women dancing around tables where the 

male tourists were sitting. 1 think that 1 was the only woman tourist there. We sat in a 

corner and watched what was going on. The man 1 was with spoke German and said that 

the men next to us had ordered a woman to go and get another woman fiom across the 

room to dance for them. She came over with a Cuban male and was introduced to the 

table of five males. After the Cuban male left she took a seat next to the men and they 

ignored her. Eventually the Cuban male came back and escorted her to another table. As 

we were leaving the Ship other men and women were leaving together as well. Some 

men would leave for awhile and then retuni. It was quite obvious that my Eend and 1 

stuck out at this bar. It was not the place you wodd want to go to meet Cuban people and 

party but was, instead, a place to go and buy a woman for the evening. 

Two days before most of the tourïsts who had arrived at the same time as us were 

supposed to leave the resort we met some young men ftom Canada and went to another 

disco on the top floor of another hotel in downtown Varadero. We went with one man 

fkom Portugal, one h m  Sweden, two fiom Canada, two Italian men, and two of the male 

animators fiom our hotel. Most of these maies were in theu early twenties. With the 

exception of the Cuban men they were obviously all going out to find women, smoke 

cigars, drink rum, and look for drugs. One of the Canadian men would teli a woman a 

price that he would pay in order to get her to dance with him and then would leave her to 

dance with someone else. He said this was the o d y  way women would dance with him. 

The animators talked with me and said that they did not Like any of these tourists after 



seeing how they were treating the women and because they were asking for drugs which 

could get the Cubans into a lot of trouble. They were very troubled by the behaviour of 

these men. One of the men was very kind and was not impressed with the behaviour of 

the rest of the group. 

My impression was that this club was really no different from the Ship. It was a 

Little fancier but had fewer women due to the Varadero access difficulties and of the 

stricter rules in the town. The men were still present for the same reasons and there were 

still Cuban women being placed and told to dance around the tables for the tourists' 

entertainment. It was ail very sad to watch especialIy because the men 1 had gone there 

with were no different than any of the tourists at the Ship. 1 knew what these men were 

&er because they were telling me. They spoke about these women as if they were 

objects to be played with and mîstreated. The hardest part of doing research was to be 

there and watch these men. Many of the women we saw at the night club were on the 

beach the next day. The men either ignored them or laughed about their behaviow fkom 

the night, as if the women did not exist. 

4- Varaden, 

The k t  walk 1 twk through Varadero was with my mother and brother just a 

few days after we arrived at the hotel. Our hotel was near the center of t o m  but for the 

fmt while ai i  one could see were hotels, especially dong the beach side. There were 

many people asking for a dollar everywhere we went. There were not too many tourists 

around that we noticed; there were, however, quite a few tourist taxis on the streets. You 

could tell the difference between a tourist rental car and a Cuba. car because the tourist 



cars were al1 very new in relation to the rest and were equipped with air-conditioners. 

Many tourists also traveled around Varadero on mopeds. 

In cornparison to the number of people on the beach and at the pool, there were 

considerably fewer people w a h g  the streets of downtown Varadero. Many of the 

vendors on the side of the streets were selling items such as wood-carvings, srnail crafts, 

and dolls. There was quite a lot of construction going on especialiy dong the beach- 

fiont The garbage and trash lying in the streets was quite minimal but what was there 

was usuaiiy beer cans sold oniy in the hotels and Coca-cola products. AU of the 

construction going on in Varadero makes you wonder where the people who live in 

Varadero will go, We spoke to some of the workers in the hotel about this, and they 

stated that these people would not be relocated because of tourism. 

On the main street were fancy high-rise hotels with pools and volleyball courts; 

one street back thsre were houses in disrepair. 

5. m i d e  T o u  

Halfway through the two weeks in Varadero we decided that it was redundant to 

see what types of trips were available to tourists. 1 had hoped that other people would be 

joining us for our excursion. However, everyone else canceled because the day was not a 

perfectly çunny day. We chose a snorkeling tour to a beach just outside of Varadero. The 

beach was a beautifid aquamarine colou. and our guide was very fiiendly. He was 

excited to be able to take us on a private tour; and we were also excited to go snorkehg 

for the k t  t h e .  

The coral reefs were beautifid. Our guide was carefid not to take us too close to 

any of the areas where we could cause damage and informed us not to touch anything. 



M e r  this tour we were taken to a fiesh water cave where some of the revolutionaries had 

a medical relief camp during the revolution. It was beautifid. There was some damage 

doue to the bottom of the cave fiom people marking the rocks. Our guide told us that at 

one time the water was fit to drink but because of the excessive tours to this location, it is 

no longer clean enough. 

The entire time that we were touring the taxi driver watched our things. After our 

snorkeling tour we went to a small village to meet a fiiend of the guide and were invited 

in for a meal. We were escorted to the backyard where there were many Live animais and 

a long table made h m  branches. This was a great experîence for us to see how a Cuban 

family Lives. However, as we later leamed, our guide often brings tourîsts to this house 

and suggests ways to fk the house so that the tourists wiil like it. We ate in the baclqard 

with the guide and the driver but the f d y  stayed in the house and only came out to 

collect our dishes. The food was wonderfiil and everyone agreed that it had been our 

favourite meal to date. 

Our guide told us that his drearn was to have foreign investment used to create a 

safeguard for the coral reefs and to create an ecotour for tourists and to benefit the 

economy. He was educated as a marine biologist and already had the plans to make 

touring the waters of Cuba a more environrnentally safe endeavour but did not have the 

economic means to do so. He said that he was involvecl in tourisrn because he loved the 

ocean and the coral reefs and this job gave him the opportunity to do what he loves. 

Also, he said that he loves Cuba and would never leave; it is his home. 



6. 

Some people on the bus to the airport were glad to be retuniing to Canadian food 

and their own beds but many were sad to be leavuig the beautifhl beaches, the fnends 

they had made, and the sunny weather. Aithough this type of trip was not what 1 would 

generally look for in a trip, 1 will truly miss the people and workers in Varadero whom I 

came to laiow. 

PART II: TOUR B 

The data for Tour B are reported slightly differently due to the composition of the 

tour and to the ciifference in the interaction between the tourists and myself. 

. . 
1. 

When 1 arrived at the Varadero airport on December 23, 1996 to meet the second 

group, there was a guide nom the Cuban tour Company Amistur waiting with some of the 

other people on my tour. The guide directed me to the bus and said that we wouid be 

waiting for another plane to arrive before going to Havana This wait himed into four 

hours more than expected due to the fiîght being delayed and some problems at customs. 

Thus, fiom the very begiming of this tour people were very tired h m  flying and 

upset with the organization of it. There was a volunteer who had helped organize the tour 

who was fnistrated with how people were reacting to her due to situations which she had 

no control over. There was also another young man at the airport. He Uiformed me that 

he had been waiting for at least two hours before 1 had arrived and this was why the 

others were so impatient and tired. This man was travelhg to Cuba for the first time and 



was very excited and curïous about what his travels would be me. Initiaiiy his main 

concern was not knowing enough Spanish to get around but later asked questions Iike 

what kinds of shots 1 had needed before coming, if bugs would be a problem, and general 

inquiries about Cuba as a country. 

My initial impressions and observations about the differences between the two 

tours was that 1 had spent the nrst week at the Barlovento Hotel just tryhg to meet people 

who spoke English, in contrast to this tour where 1 was surrounded by Canadians, al1 of 

whom spoke English. Meeting tourists was not the issue of concem for lh is  trip. Instead, 

answering too many questions about my thesis work and my reason for taking part in this 

tour were more of a concern. 

- - . * 
2. _ O n i c i a l o n  of h Five Crbes Tou 

The morning after our arriva1 we soon leamed that the tentative agenda we had 

been given upon our arriva1 would be revised and changed somewhat. There were two 

tours of Canadian tourists arranged by the same travel agent. Tour 1 was the tour which 1 

did not take part in and Tour 2 (Tour B) was the one I particpated in for this research. 

Tour 1 was to stay a few days longer in Havana and only travel to three cities; Tour 2 

which 1 participated in was to travel to five cities but not in the order as outlined on the 

schedule we were given,. Splitting of the two tours was to take place the day d e r  

Christmas. For Tour B the general organization of the tour was to remain in Havana for 

three days, then travel to Trinidad for two days, stay in Cienfhegos for four days, fiom 

there go to Pinar Del Rio for two nights, and haUy back through Havana to Santa Maria 

del Mar beach for our last few days. Although these were the official plans, there were 

some changes made dong the way. For example, seven people left the tour to go to 



Havana for the remaining days instead of going to Santa Maria beach, and the rest of the 

tour voted to spead the very 1st  day at Varadero beach near the airpori. 

3. fIavwCity 

Our tour began at the Kohiy Hotel in a residential district of Havana It had a 

restaurant, cafeteria, coffee shop, two indoor bars and a pizza shop located just behind it. 

There was also an outside bar and grill near the swimmuig pool, sauna and massage 

areas, and gift shops where you could buy the clothing fiom the fashion shows that were 

presented in the evening. Our organized tours were trips to a local psychiatrie hospital, a 

school for blind children, and a tour of the city of Havana The evening shows at this 

hotel included a fashion show and small disco. Rooms at the Kohly Hotel were basic, 

equipped with the same facilities that you would find in hotels in Canada 

Meals at this hotel were available as a part of our package: early in the moming 

for breakfast and later in the evening for supper. At breakfast on the fmt day, people 

were stili complaining about their flights and the organization of the transportation fkom 

the airport to the hotel. However, overall, most people were generally happy to be in 

Cuba. The meals were a bit different than at the Barlovento Hotei in that there was less 

of a variety of food to choose fiom but there was still plenty of food. 

During supper there was usudy a group of women playing and singing while we 

ate. The tour participants usually ate together at the same time because it was easier to 

accommodate the group this way. On one particuiar occasion the people sitting next to 

the music thanked the Cuban women for their music and then said, " Okay, now play us 

something for the Canadians." At the other end of the table, some people were very 

embmassed by this comment. 



Breakfast on Christmas morning was very strange. Most of the people £torn both 

tours seemed to have their own reasons for being excited about missing the traditional 

Christmas festivities. One woman gave us d candy canes and a few people gave gifts to 

the Canadian tour director. It was strange to be having Christmas with a group of 

strangers; the day did not feel like Christmas. 

On another occasion I sat with three people for breakfast- None had traveled to 

Cuba before. They had not enjoyed the evening shows and were complaining about the 

evening music being too loud for them to sleep. One man stated that he did not like 

Havana because he could not have a woman come and visit him in his hotel room without 

a cost. The other m a .  was arguing that if there were no blockade, Cuba would be 

beautifidly fixed up. 

After one of the trips in Havana city I sat around the pool speaking to people 

about their impressions of the tour so far. One woman asked me to join her for a walk to 

search for the skinny dogs she had seen because she had some meat saved for them. She 

stated that she was not as impressed with Cuba and feels that Communism will never 

work. Her description about hersew was that she is not socialist, not capitalist, and 

definitely not communist! However, in the same sentence she expressed that she could 

understand why people were fed up with this tour because, after all, "we are all 

consumers and expect to be treated as such, no matter where we travel." Her grief was 

that the woman organizing the tour was too accepting of the tardiness of the Cuban 

people. In relation to this she stated that "after all, I am a consumer and I did pay a lot of 

money for this tour, so I do not think it is wrong to expect to have flushing toilets and 

more organization." 



Instead of spending Christmas dinner with the group, 1 chose to go to a restaurant 

in Havana. 1 ate dinner with two men fiom Italy and three Cubans. Already it \vas nice 

to be away &am the other tour& in my group because their complaining seemed to be 

never ending. My impression of this restaurant was that it was quite fancy- You had to 

ring a bell just to be dowed in for a meal. There were other Cubans eating there but the 

majority seemed to be tourists fiom Germauy and My. 1 found my lack of Spanish was 

hstrating, 

Our k t  trip was to the psychiatric hospital. There were a few people who were 

upset that this tour was even on our itinerary. There was a city tour arranged for those 

not interested in visiting the psychiatric hospital. Later 1 leamed that most of the people 

not interested in tbis tour were part of Tour 2, the group 1 would spend the rest of my trip 

with. 

At the hospital we were shown pictures of what the hospital looked like before the 

revolution and taken around the facility for a tour. The hospital was very clean and well 

kept. Tie people we saw were aii  weii dressed and busy. Our group was very pleased to 

hear that people who stay in the hospital make up 75% of the work force. One woman in 

our group, who had been a psychiatrist for many years in Canada, was pleased to fhd out 

that the hospital places its emphasis on group and team therapy rather than 

psychoanalysis. Some of the workers helped to prepare a snack for us while we 

were visiting. Although some of the people were very nervous about consuming the food 

and drinks made available, everyone tried a little bit of something. Foliowing our snack 

some of the workers put on a performance for us at their theatre. They had a band that 

was completely managed and made up of people staying at the ward. Many of the 



tourists began to cry because of the warmth of this performance. Most of us ended up on 

stage dancing and singing songs with the band and choir. 

One man 1 spoke with on the bus aRerwards was not impressed with this tour. It 

reminded bim of WWII when he visited a hospital in Holland just as the war was ending. 

Other people were skeptical about whether or not we were seeing the whole picture and 

where not so quick to accept that this place was always so wonderfùl. 

Our second trip of the day was to the Cuban Iaçtitute of Friendship With the 

People (ICAP), in Havana. We were greeted by Rad Macias who explained to us what 

ICAP does and extended his thanks to the many ways in which Canada has eased the 

economic situation in Cuba Since many of the people on this tour belonged to various 

solidarity groups involved in aidhg Cuba, some people presented ICAP with donations 

and checks, while others asked various questions about the Helms-Burton Law and the 

Hurricane Lili relief situation. 

In the evening the Kohly Hotel would put on a fashion show. This show was very 

similar to the ones at the Barlovento Hotel where beautifid young Cuban women would 

wak around in sheer dresses and bathing suit style clothing. Most people agreed that the 

women were very beautifid but that they were not interested in the clothing. 

The next tour available during our stay in Havana was to a School for Blind 

Children on Christmas Day. There were about eighteen people who went on this tour. 

Most of the people wodd wander in and out of classrooms on their own and fa11 behind 

the organized part of the tour. Many of the children gave us items that they were working 

on. The tourists who received gifts seemed very moved and touched by this generosity. 

However, some women ran to the fiont of the group when they found out that people 



were getting gifts so as not to be left out. In another room, a young boy was making a 

wallring cane and a woman wanted to take his picture. To do this she physically moved 

the young boy and even re-positioned his head and told him to smile so that her picture 

would be perfect. There was also another man who took pictures of everything. In those 

fïrst few days of the trip he had gone through two &S. However, this man was carefbl 

to always ask permission to take a photo and was more interested in talchg pictures of 

thuigs than people. 

In a question period most of the tourists asked about the kind of equipment and 

special supplies needed to keep the school nuining and about the children and how they 

had corne to stay at this school. However, one woman asked if birth control was used and 

promoted at the school. Throughout the rest of this trip, this woman asked very critical 

questions which were often unrelateci to the topic being discussed. 

A young boy gave me a neckiace he was working on while we were in his class. 

Although 1 was a bit lonely for my family, bis generosity helped lift my spirits. 

The reactions of the towists to Cuba thus far were varied. However, there were a 

considerable number of people who were very critical of the organization and many 

aspects of the tour. The same people who had begun to complain about the trip fkom the 

t h e  they arrived at the airport continued to complain. 

The people fiom tour A appeared to be more accepting and aware of the situation 

in Cuba. Many of them belonged to soiidarity groups in Canada who were very involved 

in sending aid to Cuba and were therefore willing to accept changes in their plans. 

During one of our visits to ICAP, the people 1 ate with were very unpleasant to the 

waiter complaining to hhn that fifieen minutes to wait for pizza was too long. When the 



piua arrïved the same woman remarked that it was quite fatty and tasteless but the other 

woman argued that it was worth the doIlar we paid. At the same location, people in the 

group were complaining about the q d t y  of the T-shirts available in the stores. One 

woman stated that she would never buy the ''rags" these people are trying to sel1 because 

they are cheap and no good, These T-shirts cost three dollars each. 

There was one woman in particular who did not participate much in the group 

activities so she would be fiee to explore Cuba on her own terms. She felt the need to 

give ail she could to the people she met but this was not enough. Because she spoke 

Spanish and did things on her own apart fiom the group, she felt that she was getting 

more of a real sense of the situation in Cuba. 

During the same visit to ICAP, a.woman was approached by a man for a dollar to 

buy some chocolate for his granddaughter's birthday. Although we were advised not to 

give people money, this women did so. Later she found him eating the chocolate and 

approached him about it. She was very upset that he had lied to her because she felt that 

in some situations people may legitimately need something but that she had no way of 

knowing if he was one of those people. 

On Christmas Eve a man fiom the group bad an argument with the hotel staff, the 

tour operator and our Cuban tour guide. He was fiirious that he had to pay one hundred 

dollars to bring a woman up to his room for a couple of hours. Not only was he rude to 

the tour operator, he was yelling at the hotel staff calling them stupid and unintelligent. 

This was the k t  incident related to prostitution on the second tour. In the end, the tour 

operator lent him the money so that he could take this woman up to the room but was 

never reirnbursed. 



On many occasions people came specificaily to me to voice their fhstrations 

about the organization of the tour. They seemed to think that I had better co~ect ions 

with the people organizing the trip than they did. My initial impression was that the 

difference in satisfaction with the tour was related to age but soon disregarded this 

because there were many older people on the trip who did not complain about the trip at 

dl.  The people I found most Enistrating were those who complained about every detail of 

every tour as if they were looking to find negative t b g s  about Cuba Such people were 

only concerned about the money they spent and making this trip worth every penny. 

As a researcher it was also very chailenging to be in situations where you would 

normally not be. It was hard to remain quiet at times when 1 felt people were being rude; 

it was dso  hard to tallc to people with whom you would not normally associate. 1 was 

often faced with the desire to try to make people look at situations nom a different 

perspective, 

4. 

Our next trip, to Trinidad, was delayed. We were told to be ready to leave the 

Kohly Hotel around 9:30 in the morning but had to wait for a bus because there was not 

enough room for all of the luggage and people complained of being too crowded. We 

took a bus to ICAP where we waited for another bus to corne. By this point people were 

very upset. Some were blaming Amistur and demanding to have their lunches paid for, 

while others blamed the tour operator arguing that she should have hown in the 

beginning that we would need a bigger bus. The man who had the problems about a 



Cuban woman in his room was still upset and wanted to exit the tour but later decided to 

stay. In the end we waited three hours for the bus. 

The new bus that came was huge. It was equipped with a washroom, air- 

conditioning and huge plush seats, not the typical means of transportation you would £ind 

in Cuba. Most people were generally happy that the bus had arriveci. However, when 1 

went to gather those individuais who did not know the bus had arrived 1 was told, "tell 

Carlos that 1 have waited here for three dam.  hours and that he cm wait five damn 

minutes for me while 1 finish this beer." This same woman continued to cornplain once 

we were on our way to Trinidad, and asked that Amistur buy us lunch for our troubles. 

When we stopped, but Amistur did not pay for our lunch. 

As we were getting near Trinidad the bus was about to stop for another break but 

this woman argued that we should vote on whether we really needed a rest. When 

someone mentioned that the driver may need a rest, she said; "Teii the other driver to 

drive then". M e r  this, everything we did as a tour had to be put to a vote. 

After we arrived in Trinidad and had been assigned to our rooms the power went 

out* Instead of worryhg about what the tourists thought about this, 1 went to bed until 

supper. 

The meals at this hotel were very similar to what we had at the last hotel. There 

was less selection of main courses but always plenty of food available. At the fïrst 

breakfast people were quite tired but looking focward to the city tour of Trinidad and then 

some beach time. Some people did not feel that there was a very good variety of foods to 

choose fiom but, in general, people were happy with the meals at this hotel. 



On the second day of our stay in Trinidad 1 had supper with two people after our 

trip to the beach and the city tour. Both of these people were very pleased with the food 

at the hotel their trip so far, and especially enjoyed the tour in Trinidad and having some 

time to go swimming. 

The fïrst night we arrived our guide invited us to a disco in a cave located near the 

hotel. Two other people and myself went to check it out anci were amazed. The majority 

of patrons were Cubans h m  Trinidad and Cienfuegos. The music was a mk between 

salsa and Latin dance. We al1 had a great time. 

Once we told the rest of the group about the disco they all wanted to check out the 

fun the next night. Most of the group went the second night to see the cave and were al1 

impressed with its beauty and character. Many of the people liked the cave because the 

music did not wake them in the night. 

Trinidad was beautifûl. It is unique for its cobblestone streets and very old 

buildings. There were people dancing and singing in the streets and a street devoted to 

smali markets. During our tour of the city many people wandered off on their own and 

seemed uninteresteci in what our guide had to Say. M e r  o u .  official tour we had about 

forty-five minutes to look around on our own. Trinidad is knom for a special kind of 

drink so most of us went to the particular bar where it was being sold. 

1 spent the rest of this ftee time in a huge Cathedra1 in the center of town talking 

with a man about how he feels about Cuba. He believes that Cuba could be a beautiîd 

country and that it was nice to be there without American tourists. In his opinion, Cuba 

wiil open its doors and will become like Hawaii. However, he thinks that it is good that 



Cuba is on its own because it is hding interesting ways to survive other than counting on 

the United States. 

Most people were content to be going to the beach but were also upset that they 

did not have more time to spend amund Trinidad. Finally, as a group, people were happy 

to be somewhere. Most people lay on the beach, swam or wandered off on their own. It 

was fiin to see the reactions of some of the tourists who had never seen beaches like those 

in Cuba 

Once we were on the bus again we were voting about the next day. One woman 

wanted to change hotels to one closer to the beach and have the bus pick her up on ow 

way to the other tours the next &y. 

5. Cienfùegos 

Most people were sad to leave Trinidad and were not as interested in traveling to 

Cienfiiegos. Our plan for the day was first to stop at a beach for a few hours in the 

morning and arrive at the hotel later in the aftemoon to avoid any waiting. 

ALthough some people were upset that the beach in Cienfhegos was not as nice as 

the one in Trinidad, the main cornplaint of this trip was that our hotel had been changed 

to one that was not near a beacb. Instead of enjoying the sun or beach, most of the 

tourists spent this time gathered at a table discussing ail the fnistrations they had 

encountered so far. Some people were particulariy upset with the changes in the itinerary 

and with the hotel changes. Others felt that they had been misinformeci about the trip 

fiom the very beginning. Many felt that their hotel rooms were downgraded and that they 

were not getting what they had expected in terms of the types of tours they wanted. 



After our moming at the beach, we amived at the hotel around 2:00 in the 

fiernoon. Our rooms were not ready and we had to wait for approxhnately two hours. 

By now people were very angry and losing patience. Arnistur paid for us to have drinks 

while we waited at the bar. A meeting was scheduled before supper so that we could 

discuss the trip and our fiiture plans. 

Most of the people were very unhappy with the rooms at this hotel. One woman 

couid not get out of her room and the phone did not work so she could not cal1 for help. 

Each of the rooms had two double beds, a phone, shower with hot water, air-conditioner, 

toilet with seat and lots of closet space. In my opinion the rooms were fine and were 

really not much different than the ones at the other hotels. At this point people seemed 

hstrated with just about every aspect of the trip and were therefore critical of anything 

that happened. 

The meeting tumed into a y e b g  disaster. Our guide began the meeting by 

explainhg the schedule of events for the rest of the trip and attempted to explain the 

changes and delays of the nrst part of the trip. Before he could finish what he was trying 

to Say, people began intemipting and complaining. One person asked who to cornplain 

to; another person was upset because the tour had tunieci into a political tour and felt that 

this was not what they paid for. One tomist called the guide irresponsible and wanted to 

be fùlîy compensated for their trip so far. A particular woman was upset that we had to 

eat in the room where al1 of the other tourists ate, and upset that this hotel was occupied 

by mostly Cubans and not 0 t h  foreigners, and wanted to go home immediately. Af'ter 

this meeting we al1 went to supper together because the meals here were prepared at a 

certain time to accommodate such a large group. The people who had not been upset 



with the tour so far were very upset with this meeting and found it very hard to eat with 

the rest of the group. One couple went elsewhere to eat. 

The meals at this hotel were slightiy diffefetlt because the same plate was 

prepared for everyone at the same the .  Some people were upset that they couid no 

longer choose what they wanted to eat and lied ?O the staff to find ways of getting extra 

plates of food. One woman looked around at the other people in the dining hail and asked 

" Who are these other people anyway and why are we eating in the same room with 

them?' During the meal, the same woman was very rude to the waiters during supper 

because she was not satisfied with her plate. In one instance, she pushed the plate away 

as the waitress trïed to put the plate in fiont of her and told the woman that the meat had 

too much fat on it and that she wanted another plate. Every tirne she could catch the 

attention of the waiting staff, she complained or demanded something else of them. Her 

behaviour made some of the other tourists very uncornfortable. After these comments 

and the day's events, I left dinner early to take notes and be away fiom the complaints. 

The show at the hotel was a transvestite show. Fou. people fiom ow group came 

to watch this show and those who went enjoyed it. The man at the Kohly Hotel who had 

been upset about paying to have a guest for the night, asked our guide to get him a " nice 

piece of ass" for the evening and was very upset when he would not help out. This man 

kept apologizing to me for what he was saying. 

A trip to the botanical gardens was arrangeci by the guide because people had 

complained that it had been removed fiom the itinerary. Everyone who went on this tour 

enjoyed it and were glad that they had not missed out on this part of the trip. However, 

the trip to ICAP was not so pleasant. This meeting started with a warm welcome Erom 



two members of ICAP and then began with a short discussion about why it was important 

for Cuba to remain fiiends with Canada, and how Cubans appreciate al1 the nice things 

Canadians have done for their country. After this there was a question and answer period. 

The first question asked was, if Cuba is nich good fiends with Canada, why could we 

not use our own money in Cuba. Another woman asked what exactiy these men did al1 

day and how many people worked at ICAP. She sarcastically asked if there really was a 

need to have five people doing these jobs and proceeded to go through each job and argue 

for its unimportance. As the questions became more heated, one of the men in our group 

stood up and said that he was sick of all this brainwashing bullshit and that this was not 

why he had corne to Cuba He stated that he was no fiend of Cuba but came simply to 

enjoy a vacation and demanded that the bus be ready when he got out the door for his 

return to the hotel. Another man was very upset by this outburst and stood up 

immediately to apologize and Say that this man was not speaking on behalf of d l  the 

people in the group. After this tour most people went to the beach at the other hotel. 

The next day at breakfast the woman who had been complaining since the very 

f k t  day tried to make a phone cal1 but the office was not yet open. In response to this 

she plugged her nose and then mouthed to the women inside the office that Cuba stinks. 

The trip to meet the mayor was very informative and those who chose to go 

enjoyed the discussions we had with him and were impressed that he took the time to 

speak to us. Most of the questions raiseci were concems about Hurricane Lily and how 

Canadians could help relieve some of the problems of this disaster. However, over haif 

of the people did not attend this tour. Instead, they traveled around Cienhiegos in search 



of places to shop. These people took a horse and caniage ride al1 around town and 

seemed to have enjo yeti their tirne in the city. 

The fourth trip planned for our stay in Cieafiiegos was a snack and social at the 

Cornmittee to Defend the Revolution (CDR) comrnunity meeting place. Only five of us 

went to this event because the othm felt that their trip to Cuba was not about meeting 

people this way; they were rejecting participation ui any kind of political tours. 

However, those who did go on this tour, al1 agreed that it was the best tour they had had 

since they amived in Cienfùegos. Most people were relieved to be able to go somewhere 

and not have people being rude to the Cuban people or to have to listen to the cornplaints 

and concerns of the other tourists. During this 'meet and greet' we danced to Cuban 

music, sang songs îhat we ail knew and taught each other dames nom our own couutries. 

The ody regrets were that our hosts had obviously spent a lot of time preparing food for 

our whole group. 

The two younger men on the outside trip convinced me to take a trip with a group 

fkom the other hotel to see waterfds and have a meal in the mountains near Cienfuegos. 

We arrived at the site to meet about twenty-five people fiom other hotek For the first 

part of the trip 1 talked with a man fiom the other hotel who said that the group dynamics 

of the people on his tour seemed similar to ours. For example, he said that there was a 

man on his tour videotaping everything in sight because he wanted to sue someone when 

he retumed home, and that most of the people hated and complained about the food. On 

the other hand, there were people like him who were enjoying their trip. They had taken 

this trip to the mountains to get away fkom those complaining. He had retumed to 

Cienfùegos because he loved the people and had made many fiends in the city. 



Ail three of us reaIly enjoyed this trip and were hesitant to leave. We enjoyed the 

delicious food they prepared for us, the b e a u t i .  scenery and the opportunity to swim in 

fiesh water. During o u .  meal one of the tourists fiom the other hotel remarked that it was 

=he fïrst meal he had had in a long time where he did not have to Men to people 

cornplain. The whole group of us laughed because it was the exact reason why we had al1 

escaped fiom the hotel for the day. 

The 1st evening I took trip notes was New Years Eve. Most people wanted to go 

to the other hotel for the show that was being offered for the foreign tourists as opposed 

to the one being offered at our hotel for the Cubaas. About half of us went to the other 

hotel but were very disappointed with the show so decided to retum to our hotel. One 

man decided to stay because he had come to this hotel to get away fiom his wife and meet 

a prostitute. He was quite upset that we were leaving and stayed on his own. 

When we got back to our hotel there was a situation at the door where people 

fkom our tour were tryïng to get permission for a young couple to enter the hotel. They 

were very upset that the couple had been ailowed to stay at the hotel during the day but 

was were not allowed to re-enter. These people eventually grabbed the Cubans by the 

hand and hurried them through the hotel to the party. The s t a E  did not come after them 

to make t h  leave. In the end, New Year's Eve was fiin, dancing salsa with the Cubans 

who had been dancing it for years and listening to the Cuban rhythms of the live band. 

In summary the people fiom Tour A were presented with a picture of Cuba that 

was inconsistent to what life in Cuba is really like. In many cases they were co&onted 

with the negative aspects of tourïsm such as prostitution, panhandling and the 

exploitation of woman. A detailed account of the tourist environment was given for Tou 



A because it highlighted the deep contrasts between what life is really like in Cuba and 

what is presented to tourists at resorts. From the observations, it was found that tourists 

had a g e n e d y  positive impact fiom their tourism experience because the weather was 

usualiy sunny and hot and because the animation team did a good job in entertaining. 

However, these observations outline that most tourists rarely ventured out beyond the 

tourist areas and had Little interaction with people working outside the tourist industry. 

The observations for Tour B were slightly different because of the nature of the 

types of interaction which occurred on this tour. Since the goal was to assess the success 

of the soiidanty tour and its impact on tourists' value stances it was important to observe 

and discuss issues about the tour. The details of the nature of the hotels for Tour B were 

quite simiiar to those on Tour A and, therefore, not highlighted in the observations. 

Instead it was more important to discuss the organization and group dynamîcs of Tour B. 

During discussions with the tourists it was observed that most people rejected the 

political nature of Tour B and were not interested in solidarity type tours. Instead the 

majority of the people on this tour were interested in the more typical tourist attractions. 

It was also found that the tourists on Tour B were greatly iduenced by other tourists and 

their perceptions of the organization of the tour, The most important conclusion to be 

made about this tour was that simply designing and making people aware of a solidarity 

tour does not necessady mean that they wili assess the tourist experience in Cuba in a 

positive, supportive way. Many people felt that they knew enough about Cuba already 

and wanted to spend their time relaxing. Those who were interested in the organization 

of the solidarity tour were hstrated with the 0 t h  tourists' rejection of it. While, on 



Tour A, people were content the majority of the tirne, on Tour B people were tense and 

fhstrated with various aspects of the tour the majority of the time. 

This chapter was necessary to provide a sample of the setting for which these two 

tours took place. These participant observations show that many factors influence the 

desired positive impact of tourism on tourists. Further analysis and summary of the 
L 

fiadings between Tour A and Tour B are found in the final chapter. The next chapter 

provides a report and analyses of the interview findings h m  the two tours that will 

complement the participant observation data. It also points out diffmences in what people 

are observed as saying and doing and what they Say themselves. 



CHAPTER 5: ANALYSIS OF INTERVIEW DATA 

There were seven interviews conducted b m  each of the two separate tours that 

took place during tbis research. This chapter provides an anaiysis of the general themes 

in the interview data h m  each tour- Analysis of this data is qualitative and therefore the 

r e d t s  cannot be used to predict any kind of pattern. Instead, the resuits provide an 

initial, sensitizing overview of the changes in tourist value stances in specific situations. 

A. TOURA 

This section discusses interview responses from Tour A concerning views of human 

potential, social societal organization, and radical social change. The first basic research 

question to be answered through analysis of the interviews was what sort of interaction 

may have led to certain values about human potential? Secondly, there is an outline of 

the tourists' general views of societal social potential in relation to Cuba. Lady ,  this 

section examines the answers given by tourists about the possibility of radical social 

change in Cuba. 

1- y a k m m a s  
- 9  A. m s t  s Views of HumanPotential: 

Through analysis of a series of questions asked to the tourists about their view of human 

potentiai it was found that almost ail  of the people found that meeting Cuban people had 

a positive impact on their feelings towards Cubans. The majority stated that the people in 

Cuba were firiendly and open. On the other hand, most of the negative responses about 

the Cuban people were not directed towards the people themselves but towards the 



economic and political situation of the Cuban state. For example, people stated that the 

people in Cuba are: 

. . . weak due to theU system,. . . (Tour A, Man 4) 

. . . starviag and told not to think.. . (Tour A, Man 1) 

. . . lacking enthusiasm due to state dependence, . . . (Tour A, Woman 2) 

. . . suffering fiom inadquacies of the system . . . (Tour A, Man 2 )  

. . . lacking in spirit, and poor. (Tour A, Man 3) 

One person felt that they were not influenceci by the people in Cuba but that Cubans show 

a dennite "sense of solidarity." (Tour A, Woman 1) 

These responses suggest that tourïsts were more iduenced by the social condition 

of the Cubans rather than by the people themselves. A closer look at the interviews 

indicate that ody  three people had actually traveled outside of the resort during their stay. 

This shows that the assumptions tourists were making about the social conditions of 

Cuban people were based primarily on any pnor knowledge and prejudices that they had; 

indeed, the few interactions they did have were with mostly English speaking Cubans 

near the resort. Only three people spoke Spanish fluently and, therefore, any interaction 

was done only with English speaking Cubans. In the cases where the towists spoke 

Spanish fluently, these people mostly spoke with people nom within and amund the 

resort, basing their opinions on these interactions. 

Although the interactions with Cubans around the resort should not be excluded, it 

is possible that the tourists were being affecteci by some of the negative aspects of 

tourism itself. Some Cubans have taken the opportunitty to earn doilars by hanging 

around the tourist resorts. Secondly, the fact that the tourists had few comments about 

the people in Cuba but many comments about the govelmment indicates that they were 



basing their reactions on assumptions that they had already made about the people in 

Cuba; perhaps they then simply looked for the negative aspects of tourism to support 

their assurnptions. 

When the tourists were asked about the people they had met outside of the resort 

they had very few comments to make. The majority of the tourists had met Cubans 

outside of the resort but usualiy in other tourist areas in Varadero. Their responses about 

the people outside of the resort area were that they were nriendly and approachable but 

that they are vety poor. A few of the tourists were particularly ftustrated with Cubans 

begging for money. 

In receiving these interviews it seems to be the general assumption that the Cuban 

people, both inside and outside of the resort, were very nice people. However, there was 

an underlying attitude in many of the interviews that the people were suffering and poor, 

based on the sporadic interactions the tourists had with Cuban people. There seemed to be 

an underlying feeling that the Cubans were helpless individuals caught up in an 

economically stifling situation where they have no control to make any khd of change. It 

seemed quite evident that the tourists were infiuenced by the negative aspects of tourism, 

something not unique to Cuba, and were seeking to confirm their pre-conceived ideas 

about Cuba. 

- 9  . . 
B. m s t  s Views of Societal S o d i i g a m l u m  

The next research question to be addressed was to what degree tourism in Cuba 

has had an impact upon the todst's general views of societal social potential in Cuba? 

Tourists were first asked whether their trip to Cuba had changed their opinion of the 

country and then asked to comment on Cuba's social policies. Only two people stated 



that their trip to Cuba had changed their opinion of Cuba as a country (Tour A, Woman 2 

and Man 2). The majority of those intervieweci stated that their pnor knowledge of Cuba 

was reinforceci, that they still had no opinion, or that they were not wîlling to change their 

opinions because they could not h d  the truth. 

When the tourists were asked if they knew about Cuba's social policies only two 

tourists stated no. However, even the two tourists with no knowledge of Cuba's social 

policies had observed that everyone they had met in Cuba was very well-educated in 

cornparison to their own educational system at home. Also, these tourists noticed that 

health care was fkee, although they did not visit the health facilities. 

The majority of the interviews showed that people were very aware that Cuba had 

impressive health and education policies. However, most of the tourists questioned the 

effectiveness of the these social policies. Most of the tourists were wilhg to admit that 

the education that Cubans received was very impressive, based on the educational of 

workers at the resort. However, most people were not so sure about the health care 

policies. Those who knew about the policies agreed that they were ideal in principal but 

that these policies were not enough to compensate for the lack of supplies. Once again, 

in most cases, the lack of supplies was blamed on the socialist form of govemment. 

Most of the anmers relating to the position of women in Cuban society were 

based upon the visible existence of prostitution. Most of the answers were related to the 

mistreatment of women in Cuban society based on men offering women for sex in 

Varadero. The responses to the women's position in Cuba varied. Some tourists knew 

nothing of the actual policies but argued that, based on what they had seen in the streets, 

that women are not equal and appear to be very lost. Other tourists reacted to the Cuban 



women by saying that they were strong and were dealing with very traditiondly defined 

roles. 

Few people commented on the treatment of elderiy people in Cuba Those who 

did comment had not met or seen any older people in Varadero; they came to the 

conclusion that, because of tbis, they were probably dying early due to lack of treatment- 

When asked if people were farniliar with any of Cuba's other social policies, the response 

was no. In some cases people stated that they knew nothing about the actual policies but 

continued to comment on the issue based on what they had seen. 

The tourïsts seemed quite aware of Cuba's social policies in relation to educahon 

and health care. However, based on their limited interactions with people working 

outside of the resort and on their experiences they had relating to the problems of the 

tourism iadustry they were critical about the effectiveness of these policies. In analyzing 

data it was evident that the tourists were once again, basing their views of social societal 

potential on the negative aspects of tourism. This is not to suggest that prostitution or 

lack of health care in certain situations is not a problem that needs to be addressed. 

However, it does suggest that these tourists had pre-conceived ideas of what it is iike to 

live in Cuba and made few efforts to go to a hospital or school and interact with people 

outside of the tourïsm indwtry. 

Some of the people interviewecl seemed quite fhstrated by the conclusions that 

they had reached. For example, one woman felt that she could not form an opinion of 

Cuba based on what she had seen because she felt that she had not discovered the truth 

(Tour A, Woman 1). Seved  of the tourists h m  Europe were not accustomed to this 

form of travel and would much rather have toured around Cuba and met with people 



outside of the resort. However, even some of those fiutrateci with this form of tourism 

drew conclusions about the societal potential for change in Cuba, based on theu 

experiences within the resort area 

- 9  - C. Tounst s Views of R & d  SolGial c w  

The views that tourists had about the possibility of radical social change were 

inconsistent in many respects. AU of those interviewed stated that Cuba should continue 

to stand up for its rights and social policies even though most people were uncertain what 

those policies actually were. However, the majority of those who were in te~ewed feit 

that they were not able to comment very well on this question because of lack of 

knowledge. 

. . .I would rather let Cuba run their country their 
way.. .or we could help with suggestions. (Tour A, Woman 2) 

. . .I mean they deserve the right to have their own country. 
1 don't know why the States is doiag ail this? (Tour A, Man 3) 

1 think that 1 will never accept that one man, Fidel Castro, 
controls a population of ten million.. .This should be a group 
who decides, not one person. Like 1 am talking democracy: 
like the system we have in Canada (Tour A, Man 1) 

. . -1 need to study it a lot more before 1 comment.. . (Tour A, Man 2) 

. . .I can't Say anything about that.. .when Castro dies, 
1 am sure about the situation.. .the Americans will 
corne in here and buy the land, and maybe Cuba is 
stiil a country of its own, but the Americans will rule 
it. (Tour A, Man 4) 

Most of the tourists wanted Cuba to remain as its own independent country but had 

doubts about whether this will remain tnte after Castro dies or if the Americans iift the 

embargo. There was one person who clearly did not accept the system in Cuba and called 



for radical change away fiom the revolution and towards a system more iike Canada. 

Another person was quite sure that when Castro died Cuba would not remain 

independent, arguing that the United States would simply tuni Cuba into its own as it had 

done before the revolution. There was ody  one women who felt that Cubans are 

revolutionary people capable of determinhg their own destinies. She felt that Cuba wiil 

remain independent because of the strength and solidarity of its people. 

. . .yes, Cuba is capable of maintainhg its independence. 
They have got very stmng people here in this country.. . 
very educated.. .revolutionized people who can actually 
fight for their rights because they are very much qualified.. . 
I cannot believe these people are so strong.. .they have really 
got this feeling.. .they are so patriotic. (Tow A, Woman 1) 

In all but one case the tourïst were aware of the US economk embargo of Cuba. 

Most of the people were annoyed at the US insistence on blockading Cuba. However, a 

few of the tourists thought that Cuba was being stubborn and shodd open its doors and 

be fiiends with the United States because it holds the key to a better iife in Cuba through 

economic assistance. One man stated that: 

It is a big rnistake fiom Fidel Castro not to 
get dong with the United States. If you are 
in business you get dong with someone stronger 
than you. (Tour A, Man 1) 

Although the underlying cwrent was o h  that Cuba is in a bad situation and 

needs some radical change away h m  socialism towards capitalism, there were a couple 

of tourîsts who insisted that Cuba mut be wary of radical change towards better relations 

with the United States. These people felt that Cuba should continue to look for outside 

investments and trade but that they should be very wary of the United States. 



These tourists stated that : 

1 would rather let Cubans nui their country 
their way.. .or we could help with suggestions. (Tour A, Woman 2) 

It would make people very capitalistic.. .not 
independent.. .it would make them very angry.. . 
because not everyone will get the goodness out of i t  (Tour A, Man 4) 

The two people (Tour A, Man 2 and Woman 1) who felt that Cubans were 

revolutionary people capable of controhg the success or failure of their own country 

had done a lot of background research before they came. Although it appears that these 

people were infiuenced by more actual experiences tbrough meeting and talking with 

Cuban people; yet, they still relied heavily on the knowledge that they had acquired 

before coming to Cuba to anmer these questions. For example, both of these people did 

not feel confident in answering these questions and did not feel that they had met enough 

Cuban people to make conclusions about the success or failure of the country. Therefore, 

these positive views of radical social change were formed while outside of Cuba and were 

not changed due to their experiences in Cuba. 

The other tourists clearly based their opinions on the subject of Cuba's 

independence and economic situation on the pre-conceived ideas that they had obtained 

fiom US and Canadian media about the Cuban govmen t ,  or on the infiequent 

encomters with Cubans they had during their stay in Varadero. Most people were not 

confident in m e r i n g  these questions which also suggests that they were not influenced 

by the radical social change in Cuba 



2. E !  

The degree to which people were influenced by tourism in Cuba in relation to the 

three value stances is also a product of the expectations tourists carried with them to 

Varadero. It was apparent through these interviews that the majority of people were 

traveling to Cuba for a warm c h a t e  and relaxation. Although some of thern had read 

about Cuba and its' situation before they arrived, most of them were not interested in 

furthering theù knowledge about the country. Instead, most wanted to experience what 

life was like staying in a resort. This was not always the case; as we have seen, there 

were some people hstrated at not having had the opportunity to talk with more people 

about Cuban reality. However, these people wouid not usudy stay in resort areas when 

they traveled and would rather have traveled in Cuba independently. 

It was evident fiom these interviews that people were largely unaffected by their 

experiences in Cuba. Instead, people g e n d y  held to theU preconceived beiiefs about 

the situation of Cuban people. Since their purpose for travehg to Cuba was not due to a 

curious nature, in most cases, this was to be expected. Even those who looked at Cuba in 

a positive light after taiking with people &om outside of the resort area, seemed more 

iduenced by their prior knowledge of the social policies in Cuba than thek actual 

experiences. In fact, those people who looked at Cuba in a positive light before tliey 

came to Cuba seemed more confùsed; they had come to Cuba looking for answers but 

felt that these answers were not addressed fkom the type of traveling they chose. 

Issues such as a tourists' class, race and political orientation may also underpin 

expectations and could have Wuenceci the impact that tourisrn has had on the totuists. 



in most of the interviews the people referred to Cuba not as an equal but as a country in 

dire need of help. In many cases they saw tourism as an answer to these problems. Many 

people commenteci that they did not feel cornfortable paying large amounts of money for 

things, knowing that Cubans made the same amount of money in one month. Their 

generai lack of knowledge about the social policies in Cuba may have made this situation 

seem even worse. Although there were these issues to contend with, people did not taik 

about the Cuban people that they had met as behg any ciiffirent than themselves except 

for the differences in the accessibility to material needs. 

Al1 of the tourists were asked if they had been concerned about Cuba being a 

socialist country when deciding to îravel t h e .  One person said that he was a bit nervous 

about this mostly as a result of the reactions of their fiends when told that they would be 

traveling to Cuba However, he felt now that this worry was unnecessary. Most of the 

tourists were not concemed in the least about socialism in Cuba and some even came for 

that particular reason. However, most people compared socialism in Cuba with the 

situation of their respective countries and therefore reacted negatively to any situations 

that would not be acceptable at home. For example, most people reacted to the police 

presence in Cuba, saying that it was unnecessary. Prior assumptions of what socialism 

means may have had an impact on the expenences they had when in Cuba 



The experiences that these tourists had in Cuba explains rnany of the reasons why 

people were so fhstrated about answering many of the questions fiom these interviews. 

First of ali, the majority of the tourists came to Varaden, to get away fiom their own 

hectic lives, to relax and enjoy warm weather. It is obvious fiom these interviews that the 

majority of people were not interested in doing much exploration outside the cornforts of 

the resorts, For those who did entertain the idea of leaving the resort, they were generally 

interested in visiting other tourist areas, such as museums or markets. 

The reactions of these tourists were primarily based on very limited interactions 

with Cuban people outside of the resort or in the Spanish language and were based on 

people's expectations of enjoying some time in the sun without having to worry about 

anything. Such people were very satisfied with their trips overall and the type of tourism 

package they chose. Most people were content with sticking around the resort and taking 

part in the organized activities. 

However, based on these kinds of expectations and experiences, people did seem 

to be affected by certain aspects of tourism in Cuba related more to the areas around the 

resorts. For example, many of the people at this resort reacted very negatively to the tight 

police control that inhibited Cuban access to the beach, and by any laind of police 

existence near the resort areas. Secondly, people appeared to base many of their 

interpretations of how women were treated in Cuba based on their observations of 

prostitution. None of the tourists mentioned or noticed the employment opportunities for 

women at the resorts or spoke to women about equality in the home. Most of the peopIe 

reacted to men dong the Street who offered women and to the atmosphere of the discos. 



While these are concrete experiences with impacts that should not be ignored, for 

the purpose of this thesis it can be concluded that the people at this resort were not 

necessady stimulated through this type of tourism to consider human potentiai, social 

societal organization or radical social change in Cuba Instead, they were idiuenced by 

the unfortunate circumstances of tourism in resort areas. Therefore, based on these 

interviews and this situation, tourism in Cuba did impact tourists in almost all of the 

cases, but, as expected, it did not encourage people to change their pre-existing opinions. 

The most obvious reasons for this lack of impact on the tourists' value stances were the 

limited interaction, the language barrie& and the lack of desire to know anythïng more 

about these issues. 

B. TOURB 

1. Vaiue Stances 

- 9  - A. m s t  s V ~ o f  Pot- 

Responses to the same questions asked of Tour A were very similar to those of 

Tour B with the exception that there were obviously m a .  more opportunities for people 

on Tour B to interact with Cuban people. Only one person mentioned that they did not 

have the oppottunity to meet Cuban people on this tour. This could have been a result of 

prior suggestions to be wary of interactions with people in Cuba as this was his first 

international trip alone. His comments were: 

. . .there are a lot of problems here, prostitution and 
what not.. . and 1 was told to stick to people 1 knew until 
1 leamed the ropes. (Tour B, Man 1) 

He was more sympathetic towards what he expected Cubans to be expenencing 

before he came to Cuba and became quite cynical during the tour. 



1 was more sympathetic before 1 came. 1 was 
expecting to see more, probably more d e r i n g .  
My understanding was that the whole country 
was on rationing, but you come here and it doesn't 
look like anyone is starving. 1 guess 1 am a little more 
cynical than 1 was before 1 came.. .like when we went 
down to the market or just tonight when I was on the 
Street, you run into people and usually they are m g  
to hustle somehing on you.. .of course that is mostly because 
1 am sticking to tourist traps.. . (Tour B, Man 1) 

The tour made him realize that not everything he has read about the situation of 

Cuban people is true. His cynicisn was not directeci at the Cuban people but at the effects 

of tourism and the sort of crime that inevitably crops up around tourist areas such as 

prostitution and panhandling. 

Most of the other tourists referred to any interactions with Cuban people as being 

a positive experience. The majority of the people questioned said that they went out of 

their way to meet people outside of the tour and the hotels. However, o d y  one person 

could speak Spanish fluently and felt that she got a grasp of what people in Cuba were 

feeling. 

. . .Now 1 know what 1 am talking about, 
now 1 have sympathies.. .I think they are very 
modest, very welcoming, very fiiendly people. 
1 have not met someone who was rude or who was 
unniendly or gnimpy-like everybody had a srnile 
and were showing me around.. .I h d  they are very 
beautifhi people. (Tour B, Woman 2) 

. . .originally I thought that everyone should be happy 
to live in a communist system but 1 have found that 
people want to Leave now, ratber than later, and the 
policy here is horrible and peopb are SUffering and the 
system does not show what it is promising. (Tour B, Woman 2) 



The responses of the other tourists with respect to the interactions they had with 

Cubans were very positive but some of the tourists on Tour B seemed very conscious of 

the effects that tourism was bringing to the weIfare of some Cuban people interested in 

making a quick dollar. Some of the comments about the tourists' reactions to the 

interactions they had were: 

Weli 1 think that they are lovely, 1 think that the people 
collectively and individually are just Wre any other people. 
they are absolutely delightfùl.. .the same outside the resort 
but I'm sad so many people are begging.. .I'm sad to think, 
particularly, that the children are thinlcing that really wealthy 
tourists are coming and they are going to throw dollars my way.. . 
I'm thinking what will they be Like as older people. (Tour B, Man 5) 

Yes we have met a nurnber of Cuban people, at 
various different levels: h m  officiais now to the personal 
level. You hear al l  dif£èrent problems fkom the different 
groups of people.. .but we haven't necessarily heard any 
criticisms fiom the Cuban people that were about Cuba (Tour B, Man 2) 

1 fmd them extremely courteous, 1 find them very helpful, 
1 find them fiiendly.. .I fïnd the hospitality is far more 
sweet here and far more offered. (Tour B, Woman 1) 

Oh sure, people here are very niendly, they are nice people 
very oice people.. .they are just happy and &hg and waving.. . 
the people here are just busy trying to survive. (Tour B, Man 3) 

Based on these reactions to Cuban people, the people interviewed on this trip 

generaliy seemed to enjoy meeting Cuban people and most of them regarded Cubans as 

being no different than themselves. Some of the tourïsts were htrated with people 

asking for money but seemed to feel that this was a result of tourism and the difference 

between the incomes of tourists and that of Cubans. For the wornan who spoke Spanish 

(Tour B, Woman 2) the impact of meeting Cuban people was relatively negative. Her 



positive value stance before she came changed to a relatively negative one. Her responsc 

to the people in Cuba was not negative; it was her response to the social policies and 

system in Cuba that she was beginning to reject as a result of this tour. 

Although the tourists interviewed viewed Cubans as very fiendly people, there 

were other peopie, as noted in the participant observation chapter, who did not treat 

Cubans in as fiendly a fashion as those interviewed. It would have been more insightfûl 

to have heard theu reactions to Cuban people in an interview format; most of the people 

interviewed did treat the Cuban people with respect and appeared to be taking every 

opportunity to meet Cuban people outside of the tours. Due to the experiences that many 

of these tourists have had with prior travel, it must not be overlooked that they have 

found the people in Cuba to be very fnendly and hospitable and rarely encountered 

negative situations. 

It sbouid be concluded fkom these interviews that the people on this tour had 

considerably more opportunities than Tour A to interact with Cuban people and still 

fond  Cubans to be fkiendly and open people. The expectations of many of those 

in te~ewed on this tour were not so different to what they thought Cuban people would 

be like or fkom what they had experienced on other visits to Cuba. 

- 9 -  . . B. Tomts  Views of Societa) S o a  

In tems of how people viewed societal social organization, comments varied on 

whether or not they had changed their opinions since arriving in Cuba. The majority of 



people on this tour did considerably more background research before comuig to Cuba 

than those on Tour A. In most cases the opinions they had also reflect what they saw as a 

result of a more informative type of tour package. 

One person intervieweil (Tour B, Man 2) felt that he had not changed his opinion 

but noticed that Cuba seems to be kcorporating some of western capitalist culture as a 

result of increased tourism. He felt that the worst result of this was the increasing 

differences between those who are rich and poor in Cuba Another person (Tour B, 

Woman 1) stated that they had not changed their opinion because "Cuba is what 1 

expected.. . the people are fiendly they seem to go out of their way as far as tourists are 

concerned." 

Those who did change their opinion stated.. . 

1 think I have more empathy for the people 
because it was a long way away and you heard 
about it (Cuba), but now you feel more because 
you have been here and talked to the people. It is 
more of a personal connection now-it has really touched you. 
(Tour B, Man 5) 

1 came here to fonn an opinion, so 1 really don't 
have anything fonned to start with. (Tour B, Woman 2) 

1 don't like the system here. (Tour B, Man 4) 

When asked about the social policies in Cuba, most responses related to the 

positive aspects of education and health care provided in Cuba Al1 of the people were 

aware that health care and education is fke in Cuba and compared the policies with those 

in Canada in a f'airly positive light. The responses about the treatment of women varied. 

People on this tour seerned to associate the treatment of women mostly with the growth 



of tourism, similar to Tour A. However, more people on this tour recognized that there is 

a very equal representation of women in the work force in Cuba 

When asked about whether or not they were aware of the social policies in Cuba 

and what they had seen as a result of being there, they amwered: 

1 don't know exactly what their policies are, but 
certainly it appears that a lot of Cubans are getting 
pretty good education. Health-Wise 1 don't know 
what their policies are. 1 know that they have access 
to doctors and they pointed out a lot of hospitals and so on. 
1 assume that it is no worse than Canada at the moment. 
(Tour B, Man 2) 

. . .my view is very prejudiced because most reading cornes 
fiom the United States.. .I think they have come a long way. 
1 mean obviously they have a long way to go, but they have come 
a long, long, way-and 1 think the revolution was probably the 
best thhg that happened to them. (Tour B, Man 3) 

1 came here to form an opinion, so 1 reaily don't have anything 
formed to start with.. .It is hard to Say though because certainly 
the trips we went on were sort of, well prepared and stu& but 
yeah, 1 was impressed.-women are not treated equdy especially 
when you look at the whole problem of prostitution, 1 don? see 
anything that women are treated well.. . the children seem to be 
well treated though. (Tour B, Man 4) 

. . -1 think that the h e a b  system is very advanced, one of the 
most advanced in the world-if not the most.. .the women have 
more nghts, have more independent social status and 1 think 
that Cubans maybe because of the mixture of blood with Afncans 
do not have the same kind of macho attitude they have in other 
Latin American counûies.. .people are very literate.. .theu only 
problem is that they can do nothing with education because 
they are equaiiy paid. You know, they cm not improve their 
standard of living because they have higher education than others. 
(Tour B, Man 5) 

Based on these interview responses, the people on this tour seemed very interested 

in finding out more about the social policies in Cuba However, most of the people 



in te~ewed were those who took part in the organized tours. It was evident fiom these 

responses that those who did go on the tours of hospitals and schools were positively 

influenced by the social organilation of Cuba Most of the people intewiewed had very 

positive value stances towards the social policies in Cuba before they came; the tour 

seemed to reinforce the positive aspects that they had read about heaith and education 

policies in Cuba. 

However, there has been a considerable lack of attention paid to the role of 

women in Cuban society. Perhaps this was in part due to the lack of written material 

about social policies towards women in Cuba, or in part due to the lack of interest in the 

welfare of women carried over from Canadian culture. The people on Tour B seemed 

satisfied with their observations of prostitution as adequate answers to the role of women 

and theic treatment in Cuba 

It must be note& that the people interviewed were mostly those interested in 

understanding and learning about Cuba Many of those not interviewed did not appear to 

have the same desires, The people intefviewed, who were not interested in the organized 

tours seemed to be struggling the most with their impressions of social societal 

organization. This tour, fiom the point of view of positively educating people, was much 

more successfùi than the kind of tourism promoted by resorts. 

- 9  C. 

When asked what people thought about Cuba's desire to nui their owo country, al1 

of the tourists answered that, without a doubt, Cuba shoald nui its own country, that it 

was their nght. People generally seerned more critical of the United States' blockade 

against Cuba but, in some cases, felt that it was not their place to comment on Cuba's 



rights. Some tourists viewed the situation in Cuba as the Cuban problem which should be 

dealt with in whatever way they saw fit Most of the people questioned were very positive 

about Cuba remaining independent. 

Some of the comments which people gave in relation to this question were the 

. . .it shows the rest of the world that Cuba cm 
stand up against the A . c a n  government.. . 
and that includes Canada, because we are in the same 
boat-It can be done. (Tour B, Man 2) 

. . .I never get involved in politics in another country- 
with the exception of the United States.. .because of the 
propaganda and stuf f  that we get h m  the United States 
in Canada 1 feel 1 have a right to criticize them. (Tour B, Man 5) 

It is a real good idea, and 1 have heard the comment 
we don't want to be another Puerto Rico. 1 mean it 
says a lot about the people here.. . they want to be their own 
country and you can't blame them. They are willing to suffer 
and struggle in order to do it. (Tour B, Woman 2) 

I think it is good-you have to stand up for your rights and 
have your own identity.. . (Tour B, Woman 1) 

1 think it is great. 1 think M .  Castro has done a wonderfiil 
job, with what he has got-and with the problem he has with 
the United States, he has done a fantastic job. (Tour B, Man 3) 

When asked about the United State's embargo, al1 of these Canadian tourists 

stated that it was just another situation where the United States felt that they must 

dominate another comtry. It was suggested more than once that the United States' poiicy 

was unnecessary but, nevertheless, very cornmon when considering its policies 

elsewhere. Al1 of the tourists stated that Cuba should be cornmended for its resilience 



and efforts to remain independent in the face of the United States' embargo policies. One 

tourist stated: 

1 think that it is great that they do not open to America. 
and it is just splendid that there is one country left on the 
earth where there is no McDonalds.. .where it doesdt 
look like the United States - . . where it is not nin by the 
United States-the US embargo is bullshit because here 
are people suffiring. (Tour B, Man 3) 

Every tourist interviewed also felt that Cuba shouid certainly stick up for its rights 

and social policies. Some of the tourists were weary of the tourism industry and the 

related negative aspects. Although those intemiewed felt that they did not know enough 

about the social policies, most of them felt that it was Cuba's choice and that Cubans 

should fight to preserve what they had achieved so fa .  and not f d  prey to being rich at 

the expense of others. 

. . .it certainly seems that they are moving in 
a different direction. Now they are sort of embracing 
tourism and 1 hope that they don? sacrifice the gains 
that they have made. 1 don't know if you can have both- 
a r e d y  strong social safety net and a booming economy. (Tour B, Man 2) 

Cuba is a smail country to stand up against a giant (US) 
but I think they are doing their best.. .money d e s  that world.. . 
and if they open up, they would be sold out in no tirne. (Tour B, Man 3) 

The responses to what state Cuba would be in without the United States embargo 

were varied. The majority of the people felt that trading with the United States and 

opening its doors to American policies would only increase poverty. Most people were 

concenieci that Cuba would then become a colony of the United States. 

In general, the impact of this tour on people's views were quite interesting. Most 

people seemed very concerned for the welfâre of Cubans and were hstrated with the 



degree of US infiuence in their own countries. Their goal seemed to be tt, wam people in 

Cuba against too much contact with the United States. 

There was one person who had been consistently fiutrateci with the policies in 

Cuba and who felt that Cuba shouid open its doors. He stated that "it would open this 

place up-better hotels, better facilities, more things to do." This person had been 

fktrated with what he saw to be a tight rein on prostitution. He seemed to credit all of 

the problems in Cuba on the f.iustrations he was having in tryllig to get Cubaa women 

into his hotel room. 

In response to the question of whether or not Cuba was capable of maintaining its 

independence, most of the people felt that this would not be a problem considering the 

Cubans' amazhg resilience to dl of the problems they had experienced and the result of 

their efforts so far. However, there were quite a few people who felt that if Castro were 

to die, the revolution would be over and Cuba would revert to its old ways before the 

revolution. Many of the tourists were w o m e d  that the young people in Cuba seemed 

fascinateci with wealth instead of social programs; they felt that Cuba may change in 

response to the young people. Although there was some skepticism conceming the future 

of Cuba, most of the tourists argued that Cuba was capable of maintaining its 

independence. Some of the tourists reactions with respect to this issue were: 

Cuba is like Canada. . . we are a mouse beside an 
elephant-and as long as we can keep the United 
States in check, Cuba should be able to maintain- 
but it will be interesting to see what happens when 
Castro is deceased and the change in the govemment.. . (Tour B, Man 3) 

Yes, (it will maintain its independence). . . as far as the 



Caribbean Islands go, it is the largest and most progressive 
and they have done it on their own under a lot of duress. (Tour B, Man 2) 

Yes, with a Little bit of help h m  fiends (even if Castro dies) (Tour B, 
Man 5) 

It is impossi'%le to change this system.. . (Tour B, Woman 2) 

After Castro dies, the country wiii change because the people 
in Cuba are not very politicaily active- (Tour B, Man 4) 

In examining the value stances of the tourists with respect to their view of human 

potential, societal social organization, and radical social change, the majority of the 

tourists interviewed on this trip seemed quite impressed with Cuba's efforts thus far. It 

was evident that many of the tourists who had read about Cuba before they came had the 

pre-conceived notion that it was a fairly competent country. Most of the people 

interviewed appeared to have reflected on some of the questions 1 had asked them before 

they came to Cuba and were happy to have found some answers. The underlying 

cornplaint of these people about the tour was the brief amount of tirne aiiowed for more 

individual and personal interaction. People felt that the organization of the tour, to 

primarily official places, did not give them the avenue to explore the issues 1 questioned 

them about. 

Aithough the effectiveness of this tour was not without some positive aspects, the 

consistency between the obsemations made about these tourists and the answers they 

provided during the Ui te~ews must be addressed in a cross- analysis of the interview and 

observation data. 



The people on this tour cleariy had more concrete preconceived ideas of what it 

wodd be like in Cuba While these people were not experiencing an impact in a 

primarily negative way, many of them had expected that Canadians would be treated 

much better than we were and even felt that we should be treated better if Cuba wants to 

continue receiving support. Only one of the tourists had never traveled to the Caribbean 

before. The expectations of how tourïsts would be treated, based on prior travel, were 

quite obvious h m  both the interviews and the observation data. Most of the tourists 

interviewed stated that they enjoyed their trip to Cuba and the opportunity to see what 

they had ody  read about, but most also felt that the organization of the tour could have 

been much better. 

3. 

Based on theu responses, the people interviewed on this tour appeared to be 

influenced more by the goup dynamics and the organization of the tour than on the 

actual events planned. In cases where people had the opportunity to meet other Cuban 

people who were not officials the responses were more positive and appeared to have had 

more impact. However, even some of those interviewed were not interested in going to 

hospitais or schools. They felt that they already knew these things about Cuba and 

wanted to spend theu time on vacation and not hanging around schools. 

Other people noted that, because of the lack of museum visits and beach and 

shopping tirne, the tour did not meet its full potentid. These types of responses would 

indicate that the actual intent of the tour, to have a positive impact on the way people 

view Cuba, was unsuccessfûl. It was evident fiom these interviews and observation data 

that some people were simply not interested in leamhg while they are on vacation. They 



expected special treatment because they felt they were doing Cuba a favour. However, it 

was also evident that some people were truly moved by the fnendliness of the Cuban 

people and thei. resiiience to outside forces. Many of these people have left Cuba with 

intentions to return and leam more, or to becorne more politically active in rejecting the 

United States' policies such as the embargo against Cuba. 



CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSIONS 

Those traveling to Varadero in search of understanding and leaming more about 

Cuba's social policies and about Cuban reality wiIl likely be disappointeci and fhstrated. 

This tourïst area, as expected, resembled various other resorts around the world, including 

its predisposition to prostitution and panhandling, The people on this tour who were 

interested in understanding how Cubans Iived were left with various images, many of 

which are common to tourists resorts around the world. While some people moved 

beyond these images and talked with people sporadicaily dong the street, they too were 

left with many questions. 

The people on Tour B had noticeably more opportunitty to explore their questions 

and interests but, in many cases, chose not to. Many of them had preconceived ideas of 

what life was like in Cuba and were happy with these conclusions; they wanted, in many 

cases, to shop, travel and enjoy wam weather. As well, many of the tourists on this tour 

did not have any preconceived ideas about life in Cuba and were not necessarily 

interested in leaming fiom their experiences there. There were exceptions to this d e .  

Some people enjoyed the organized tour and chose to take the opportunity to educate 

themselves about Cuba, What seemed to be l a c h g  was the organization of more 

personal meetings where tourists would have the opportunity to taik to Cuban people 

other than officials. One of the fündamental problems with this sort of interaction, 

however, is that Canadian tourists rarely are able to communicate in Spanish. 

It seems that, of the two tours, the impact on the tourist's value stance was greater 

on Tour B. It also seems evident that most of the people who experienced a positive 



impact were those who already were positive and wanted to leam more about Cuba 

Secondly, research indicated that the ability to change a person's value stance through the 

ciiffirent fonns of tourisrn in Cuba has not yet been achieved to anywhere near its West 

PO tential. 

As we have seen fiom the literature, the study of tourism h m  a sociological 

perspective and the interest of tourism in Cuba are two areas of research which are greatly 

understudied. The literature review shows that we still know very little of what there is to 

know about the interactions and experiences of tourists when visiting other countries. 

Many researchers try to define toUnsm and its social, cultural, economic and 

environmental impacts but little research has been done on the impact of tourism on 

tourists, with the exception of those researchers interested in authenticating or marketing 

tourist regions. This research indicates that fùrther analysis of tourist expectations, 

experiences, impacts on their value stances, and a more in-depth evaluation of the touring 

system that considers not only economic but social, cultural and environmental factors 

that influence tourists reactions and behaviours is necessary in the development of 

tourism analysis. 

Although this thesis does not clearly explain the impact which tourism has on 

tourists when traveiing to Cuba, it does provide examples of negative situations which 

could be avoided in an attempt to make the tourist experience more equitable and 

fnendly. In particular, it appears that more education prior to leaving for Cuba and 

increased knowledge about the organization of the tours would have increased the degree 

to which Cuba could have a positive impact on tourists. This thesis has explored the 

different aspects of tourism which effect the experiences tourists have and their value 



stance upon departure eom the tours. Full analysis of the total impact on tourists value 

stances would have to include fiirther analysis of tourist value stances fkom before and 

after their trips. Cross analysis of more than two tours would have provided more 

information as to the actual impact of each tour, and therefore, would have been more 

usefùl in understanding the impacts between different types of tour packages. DifEerent 

aspects of tourism clearly impact a tom-sts' perceptions of Cuba and Cuban people. For 

example, on both tours, tourists were using the existence of prostitution to form many of 

theù opinions about police controi and poverty. However, to understand these impacts 

and develop types of tourism which promote positive experiences, more in depth research 

must be doue. This thesis has attempted to play an important roie in denning some of the 

key characteristics of assessing the impact which tourism has on people such as the 

expectations people carry with them to towist destinations, and the experiences they have 

when in tourist settings. 

The participant observation showed that the tourists were influenced on both tours 

by the negative aspects of tourism such as prostitution and panhandling. From the 

participant observations it is evident that these negative impacts can affect the tourists' 

experiences and, therefore, possibly their value stance with respect to Cuba. The 

participant observation also indicated that group dynamics play a large role in denning 

peoples' experiences when the tour is organized so that the tourists spend large periods of 

time together. For example, on Tour A group dynamics played a very minimal role on 

the tourist experience and therefore, as expected, did not appear to impact upon the 

person's value stance. On Tour B, on the other hand, people were greatly influenced by 

the reactions and cornplaints of other people, sometimes contributing to their 



dissatisfaction over the 'intelligence' of Cuban people and their perceived lack of 

organization. 

The expectations tourists brings with them to another country were found research 

to influence the way they view Cuban culture. For example, those tourists who had 

travelled several times to other Caribbean corntries, their expectations of how they 

should be treated that were much higher than those traveling for the nrst time. More 

education about the actual purpose of Tour B rnight have contributed to more positive 

experiences for the tourists. Participant observation and interview data of Tour A showed 

how people rely only on their prior expectations of what they know about a country and 

in many cases look for proof of these assunptions in the tourist areas. 

Participant observation for Tour B showed how the impact on the tourists can be 

infiuenced by the group dynamics and organization of the tours. In cases where personal 

safety was seen to be at risk, the negative impact of the tourism experience was very 

closely related to negative impressions of Cuba itself. The tourists on this particuiar tour 

who felt that the organization of the tour was unsuccessfid were more Likely to cornplain 

about Cuba itself and the Cuban people. However, the interviews showed that not 

everyone shapes their opinions of the tour based on its organkation. More importantly 

the inteniews highlight the p u p  dynamics of the tour as being a key factor underlying 

many of the hstrations with other tourists but not necessarily their final opinion about 

Cuba. 

This research points out two hdamental differences between the two tours. First 

of al1 those on Tour A were satisfied with theu location, organization and with the 

experiences of warm weather, good food, and lush environment. The negative influences 



that did occur were based on the negative aspects of tourism itself such as prostitution 

and panhandling. However, these negative aspects did not deter the tourists fiom 

enjoying their vacations. Although the overall impact was positive, the impact on their 

value stance is not detecmined by theu cozy environment, but the actual interactions they 

had with local culture and people. Therefore, this thesis fin& that these people were not 

positively influencecl by Cuban culture and social organization but instead with having all 

the codorts (and more) of their own cultures. Those who wanted to experience Cuban 

reality and social organization, were left to form opinions on very Limited interactions 

with Cuban people outside of the resort area, and relationships dehed  by language 

barriers; often they were left with a sense that they did not get to know much about Cuba 

itself. 

It should also be noted that in one specific case (Tour B, Woman 2) tourism in 

Cuba had a negative impact on the tourists' value stance. Based on the pnor expectations 

she had about Cuba this woman was negatively influenced by the tourisrn industry. 

Although this woman was the only one who spoke Spanish and who couid have 

conceivably had more contact with local Cuban people, she remained very close to tourist 

areas and did not take part in the majority of the sotidarity group meetings organized on 

Tour B. Speakllig Spanish could potentially be a critical factor in the influence a person 

has fÏom traveling to Cuba; however, it was not evident h m  these interviews or 

observation that this was true. On Tour A those who spoke Spanish were stiil lef't with 

questions unanswered and with fivstrations. Also, on Tour B the woman who did speak 

Spanish had Little contact with Cuban people and therefore the language advantage did 



not play a large part in her interpretations except when talking to people near the tourïst 

industry who in many cases have a more negative outlook of what life in Cuba is like. 

On Tour B, people were fnistrated with the o r g d î i o n  of the tour and the 

behaviour of other tourists. In some instances people experienced positive impressions 

on their value stances. Although this research must be continueci to assess the actual 

impact on the tourists' value stances, the participant observation data indicated that 

people can be positively influenceci by more social forms of tourism. The interviews 

show that in circunstances where tourists are not bothered by outside influences, such as 

group dynamics, they can have positive experiences which would be more iikely to 

positively impact upon their value stance. 

This study was successful in identi@ing the various aspects of tourism which 

m u t  be considered when assessing the impact of tourisrn on tourists value stances. Tt 

especially gives insight on how specific events, behaviours, and prior assumptions affect 

the impact that tourism will have on tourists. However, more time must be spent on 

assessing the tourists value stance prior to their vacations in Cuba in order to assess the 

impact that Cuba itself was having on their value stance. In general, the thesis findings 

should not be used to fom general d e s  about the impact tourism has on tourists' value 

stances. Instead, this thesis should be used to develop M e r  research in this area The 

limitations of the research were mostly indicative of time and lack of pre-aaalysis and 

post- analysis of towists ' value stances. 

How can we m e r  the understanding of tourkt and cultural relationships defined 

by equality, fnendship and soiidarity? This research could have been more successful 

with a few additions to the conceptualization and methodology, more the, and more 



money. As intended, a more in depth analysis could have been conducted if there were in 

place a pre and post analysis of the tourist value stances. Based on the conclusions of this 

research the most ideal method of !5mîhering the knowledge about the impacts of tourism 

iri Cuba on tourists is by extending this research into three phases. During the first phase 

the tourists could be given a questionnaire before their trip to Cuba to assess their prior 

expectations of travel to Cuba, their social location, the sources of knowledge that they 

brought with them to Cuba and if they had already taken part in fiendship or solidarity 

activities. This information would help to assess the degree to which tourism in Cuba 

had an impact. 

In general we have seen that types of resort tourism such as Tour A do not 

complernent the achievements of the Cuban revolution. This type of tourisrn 

characterized by unequal distribution of pay between foreign workers and Cubans, 

exploitation of women, and consumerisrn, does not complement the social achievements 

of the Cuban Revolution. While the organization of this solidarity tour c m  be improved 

Cuba could use this form of tourism to its fullest potential through fostering closer ties 

with tourists' from around the world through the introduction of education about Cuba 

before they arrive, and more social group meetings. 

Studying only two tours does not give a general sense as to the overall impact of 

each kind of tour. For example although the tours studied for this research may have 

been indicative of general themes that wili occur, it would be more reliable if more than 

two types of tours were studied, and if more than one group within the same type of tours 

were researched. The length of stay could have also been a factor in the strength of 

impact. Those traveling for only one week couId be separated fiom those travelling for 



two or three weeks to determine if time is also a factor on tourist perceptions. The focus 

should be on implementing the best possible solidarïty tour which would foster 

fkiendships and good relationships with Cubans and tourists travelling there. Further 

research should include a look at otfier forms of travel to Cuba, such as healtb, 

conference, famiing and ecotours, to see if these special interest tours have more and 

better impact on tourists value stances with respect to revolutionary Cuba. 

Phase two would include the parameters of this study. Participant obsemtion 

should, however, be done for the whole duration of the tour, it t a s  found the 

observations at the end of the week add just as much to the total understanding of the tour 

as at the beginning of the tour. For example, on Tour A some of those people 

int-rviewed were not part of the observations during the f h t  half of the tours because 

they were not as available at the hotel. Upon deparhue, interviews would be conducted 

in a similar fashion to this research with more insight to the experiences and interactions 

among local people and local culture. Also questions which address the group dynamics 

of closely lait tours and the satisfaction with the organization of tours should be further 

analysed. Slightly différent questions should be addressed considering the design of the 

tours. 

Phase three should include questionnaire or intemiew analysis one year after the 

tours in Cuba. This research would help to d e h e  the actual impact that people 

experienced through assessing any increased fiendship activities such as with soiidarity 

groups or making recommendations to niends about travelling to Cuba, and the desire to 

retuni. This information would not only help to assess the actual impact on tourists value 

stances but would be more effective in assessing the different kinds of tours in Cuba and 



success of encouraging tourists to take a look at Cuba with more of an open muid, to get 

past all of the negative propaganda to a better understanding of the reality and goals of 

Cuban people and îheir culture- 

As we have seen h m  the literature review Cuban people have stniggied for their 

independence against United States and capitalist world pressures. This research has also 

showed that Cubans are stniggling to find types of tourism which complement their social 

accomplishments. Hopefiilly this research has been important in helping tourisrn policy 

makers to see an example of how tourism and tourïst relationships manifest themselves in 

Cuba with hopes of encouraging the Cuban people to be cautious of types of tourism that 

work against the accomplishments of their revolution. It should encourage policy makers 

to develop in Cuba types of tourist experïences that foster a lifetime of fiendships, but 

which also challenge tourists to reconsider the negative propaganda they have received, to 

open their mulds to new ideas of social organization. 

Non-Cubans could use these positive impressions of Cuban culture as a fonn of 

solidarity work. Not only Cuban people c m  leam h m  this knowledge. Hopefùlly this 

thesis has encourageci people to take a second look at tourkt behaviour and to reassess the 

importance of tourist experiences. It should encourage people who like to travel to be 

more educated about their surroundings, to travel with open hearts and minds and to seek 

greater understanding of local culture beyond the wails of a resort. The intent of this 

research has been to encourage readers to leam more about Cuba and the forces which 

work against it and to help the Cuban people foster better relationships based on 

solidarity rather than colonialism. 1 hope you have learned from the insights, and 

observations of this research: 1 know that 1 have. 
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APPENDE INTERVIEW GUIDE 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
1. These questions are general background 

questions about the tourist 

2. What made this person decide to choose Cuba 
as their vacation destination? Why? 

3. What are tourists' pre-conceived ideas about 
tour- based on prior travel. What are tbey 
comparuig this tnp to? 

4. What are the tourists' pre-conceived ideas 
about Cuba? 

5. What sort of mteraction may have led to certain 
values about human potential in Cuba? 

6. What îs the tourists' general view of societal 
sociai potential? 

7. Did the type of trip have any indication of the 
types of experiences toirrists had? 

8. What is the tourists' view of the possibility of 
radical social change? 

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
1. Where are you hm? 
2- What age categories would you fit into? 
3. Do you speak Spanish fluently? Or bave a 

general understandmg of it? 
4. What sorts of activities did you take part in 

during your stay here in Cuba? 
S. Did you notice what sorts of activities the other 

tourists were talckg part m? 
6. Have you ever been to Cuba before this trip? 
7. if s-what made you decide to return? 
8. ifnot-what made you decide to choose Cuba? 
9, What sort of trip is this for you (business or 

pleasure?) 
10. Have you ever travelied to the Canibbean 

before? If so, where? If no& have you 
îravelied to any other place outside your own 
cou11try? 

11. What sort of irip do you g m d y  prefer? 
12. What is your favonte vacation spot and why? 
13. How did you nrSt hear about Cuba? 
14. What did you nrst hear about it as a vacation 

spot? 
15. Was Cuba recommended to you by someone? 
16. Where you concemed about socialism as a 

factor m coming to Cuba? 
17. Have you met any Cuban people? 
18. Has this trip had any kind of impact on your 

feelings toward Cuban people? 
19. Of any people you met outside the resort, what 

was your reaction to them? 
20. What wodd you desmie as the best part of 

your trip? 
21. Have you changed your opinion of Cuba since 

you nrst arrived? 
22. Do you know anythjng about Cuba's sociai 

policies towards: education, famiiy, health, 
women, the elderly, chiidren, or any other areas 
you are familiar with? 

23. Why did you choose this particular type of tour 
package over others? 

24. What do you think you gained by choosing this 
type of trip? What do you feel that you Iost 
because of it? 

25. What do you think of Cuba's desire to nur its 
own country? 

26. Are you aware of the US embargo? if so, what 
do you t h .  of Cuba's efforts to stand up 
against the US? 

27. Shodd Cuba continue to stand up for its rights 
and social policies? 

28. 1s Cuba capable of rnaintaining its revolution? 



29, Would Cuba be a differept place without the 
US embargo? How so? 

30. Is Cuba capable of maintain& its 
indcpadcnce and social poiicies? 

9. What are the torrrists refiections about th& 31. What did you learn about yom own country by 
own country? H~IS this change as a result of c o a g  to Cuba? 
traveUing to Cuba? 32. What did you team about yourself? 

33. Wouid you consider returnmg to Cuba? 
34. Do you fttl that you have Icamed more about 

Cuba smce you have anived? 
35. What did you cnjoy the most about your trip? 
36, Wbat did you Ieast enjoy? 




